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pre:facb 
Orlginallj, It had been planned to undertake a short 
probl©ia OQ tbe spectral Intensities of polyeubstltuted ben­
zenes# ikit it soon, "becarae evident that previous theoretical 
treatments were inadequate and that a deeper insight Into 
ffionosubstitiated benaen© spectra would first b© needed. This 
thesis is th® result of these efforts to understand mono-
stibstitut®d benzenas# 
I,» IlfTROBlJCTIOI 
Sine® the advent of the quantum theory In the late 
1920's, cliemlsts ar© turning more and more to the description 
of ifiolecules through QiiantuiB Mechanics# This cioveiaent re— 
ceived its lExpetus from th© initial success in the description 
of the grosa properties of simple molecules. 
As Ross (1) has ao eloquently put it, chemical quantum 
mechanics is ©saentially an art, for the SchrSdinger equation 
does not admit analytic solutions for systems of more than 
two particles. Miil® exact solutions may b© obtained in cer­
tain particular cases, these are often not sufficiently gen­
eral to afford Insight into classes of molecules. The theo­
retical chemist then find® on© of his tasks Is to devise ap­
proximations which will permit solving the SchrBdinger eqtia-
tion for sufficiently general cases, that useful chemical 
Information may be obtained. This has resulted in a number 
of assiiaptlons and methods void of any physical "proof". 
The frell-known Hoi tier-London and empirical moleexilar orbital 
methods, for exaitjple, stand on tenuous physical ground. Even 
the much used TT - electron description of conjugated mole­
cules has little a priori theoretical basis. The real Jus-
tifloatlon, th©«.| liaa hmn agreement of theoretical descrip­
tions with experiment# 
Since many ealctalatlons of mol@c\T.lar properties* using 
one or another slrflpllfled fraaiework, hav© appeared in the 
literatiir®, a word of eatition is in order. It ig frequently 
very difficult to assess the ©ffect of th© most basic assump­
tions on calculated qtiantitl®s» This has resulted in cal-
ctilations in vihloh no regard is paid to their influence. 
Indeed, the basic simplicity of th© simplest form of the 
©tapirical taoleoular orbital method makes it too easy for th® 
uncritical to compute important molecular quantities. Two 
examples will make this cl©art Energy levels are not very 
aensitlv© to th© wme functions, but charge densities ar©| 
hence charge densities obtained fro® calculations of energy 
levels,, without critical consideration of inductive effects, 
uncertainties in bond and core integrals, etc., ar© likely to 
toe poor# '111® n®gl©ot of electron repulsion integrals in reso­
nance energy calctilations is another example where simplifying 
assuiaptions may profoundly influence th© result. 
Therefor®, the %7orth of molccular quantum mechanics is 
best brought out, not in th© detailed quantitative descrip-
tion, but in the qualitative physical picture that oversimpli­
fied wave mechanical models afford. The notion of resonanc®, 
for instance, has radically influenced chemical thinking. 
Another example i@ the id@a. of lone-pair moinent as opposed to 
•—S'* 
the exact ealculation of ffiolacular dlpole moments. One can 
only feel ttmt until sueh diverse problems as core effects, 
TOlldit:/ of theTT-©lectron approxlraation and of calculation 
of axcited state energies from a groiind. state Hamiltonlan 
are tindaratood--to Mention only, ttir©® ©xamples—'the signifi­
cant oonti»lbiitions of qmantum mechanics to the chemist will 
fee more conceptual than mimerlcal# 
In this thesis, a particular approximate method, the 
36Tnl-©mpirlcal molecular orhital procedure. Is modified 
and tested on three representative conjugated hydrocarbons# 
The method is then applied to substituted hydrocarbons• In 
addition, a treatment of transitions arising from localized 
non-bonding electrons to excited delocalized states ifi for-
raulated, and some consideration is given to the effect of 
substitutions on transitions arising from a normal ground 
Stat© to an excited V -state* the so»called N-Q transition 
-•all within the moleeiilar orbital framework. Finally, 
the theory is applied to the specific ease of substituted 
benzenes,, and certain theioreticsl predictions are made re­
garding th© spectra of this class of moleeulos* 
The thesis is divided Into six saain chapters• Chapters 
II and III corapris® an expoaition of a geaciral theory of 
substituted conjugated hydrocarbons. Chapter IV is devoted 
to til© application of the theory to substituted bensenes; 
til© Biatliematieal foya that the th.®orj takes in this special 
ease, th® empirical paraaeterSj, and calculation of inte­
grals are all discussed ia this chapter, which also consid­
ers pre-vrlous treatineiits of substitoted, benaenes. Chapter 
V lists th© major concltislon®, and ?I gives a brief summary* 
II. A MODIPICATIOK OF TH?- KAIVH: SKKI-BMFIETCMO l-::T:iOD 
A. Basic At-'proac'tt 
In this section we for-nmlate a general approach to sub­
stitution of conjiigatecl hydrocaplsons. The frarae^rork is that 
of the fmnillar tt -eleetfon approxlsmtion, ixi which explicit 
account: is taken onl^r of those electrons occupying iriolecular 
ortoitals (10*s) which ay® antisynattetric to th® molecular 
plaR.es the -eleetroris being conisidered only by their influ­
ence upon the effeetiire fi^ld in which the TT -electrons move. 
In a later section, this fFa.is©?/orlc Is ©xtendeS to th© non-
honcllng (n) slectroas which ai>« cr in syaraetrj tyn© but are 
rather sh®:i:*n.3.y ilfff^rentlated from the remaining bonding 
eleeti^ons. 
B. Seml-Braipiricai Treatment of ilonosubstltution 
We consider first a conjugatod hydrocarbon of ii conju­
gated carbon atoms, each of which Is regarded as being in a 
state of sp'" h|hrldii;ation and having an identical of foot 
on its 7T -electpoii. In addition, we asavme that the tt m*e 
and orbital ©nergiss are known for th© hydrocarbon. These 
may b® obtain^df say by detailed self-conslstent-field {3CP) 
or semi-empirical treatsmt, although tb© final results '.'yill 
depend to 3o»© extent on. this choice. In either caae, the 
MO's are taken as a linear combination of atomic orbitals 
(LCAO) and are given bj 
8^ ® CJ*1 (2»l} 
u«l 
wli©r® tiae are 2prr earboa atomic orbitals (AO's), ij 
miat transform aecoriing to th® irredtacibl© representation 
of the raoleciilar point group} tli® rol© of sjmmetrj in the 
forsmilatiOB will b® dlseussed further on# 
We begin bf utilising Dewar's (2) fonmilatlon of molec­
ular orbital theorj in terms of linoar combinations of mo­
lecular orbitals (LGMQ), but iaquir© somewhat more critical­
ly into aeTsral steps of this process• One us©3 th© set of 
orbitals of th© reference hydrocarbon (eq# 1) as the 
basis for a pertiirbation treatraent {D«v»mr) in which th© per­
turbing function Is that of th© TT orbital on the aubstltu-
a«t, S^. W© should notice that in general, ix is not orthog­
onal to fj» .12 1#,,# H,. although th© latter set is ortho-
noriaal, 
In th© sliaplifiei MO approach which we are using, it is 
7-
aasuacKl Irapll.citly that the Haaiiltonian can b© divided into 
a linear ooiabinatlon of one-electron effective Hamiltonlans, 
and f\3,rtlier)n9re, that a slraple pFodttct trav® function, not 
antisfijimetrlzed, is a satisfactory representation of the 
correct wme, faaction# With these assumptions, minimization 
of th© total energy is @qu..lval©nt to minlisiiKation of the 
energy of tlie individual 10*vS, irith the restriction that they 
remain mitiially orthogonal# From the? ©nergy rAinlmization 
or from the pertmrfeatlon treatyaent, one obtains a secular 
©quation of degree f 1) which can be solved to obtain the 
orbital energies and the orbital wave function^, ^  . The 
latter is a linear combination of the and 
M+1 
= S ail^j ••• 
in which §1^,1 is taken aa 
In the event that the substituted molecule has no sym-
raetry (ahove that of a plane of reflection In the molecular 
plan©) no rednetion in s3.ge of th® secular equation is pos-
sihl©. The form of the determinant Is then identical with 
(2,3) helow, tont is (It'l)«dijaensional, Should the monosuh-
stituted hydrocarbon possess some other twofold sjnmaetry 
eleaent, either a twofold axis, a vertical plane of symmetry. 
OP both, tliei re-duct ion in si,?.© of the secular equation is 
possible. In particular, for ths case of isyrametry, 
which is the highfst symmetry a mono stabs titu ted hydrocarbon 
my possess, K of tbe 1+1 orbitals, ineluding will 
belong to the Bg iFre<3ucible- representation (antisymmetric 
to Cg attil symtietrio to ), frtille L « I f 1 - K will 
belong to Ag Csyametrlc to Gg and antlsyrmnetric to ^ 
As a result, tlm secular equation l,s factorable into two 
parts, one Kth order equation ieq, 2.3), and one Lth order 
equation feq. 2.45, 
HlI-« Hij 
• « 
« • • • • 
• « • • • 
» • # • 
* • » • * 
.. Hxj-SxJ.E Hxx-B 
Hlx-SixS 
O -] JX- = 0  (2 .3)  
%i -S ••••• Hiic 
s 0 (2.4) 
%k 
iSqtaatlO'ns C2»3) and (2,4) take ©xpllclt account of the fact 
that is ortliogonal to the Ag orbitals by S'yrametry, but 
not orthogonal to those of the set having Bg synimetry. 
Harailtonian of the substituted hydrocarbon, is the 
corresponding of«plap integral. 
fli« total Samlltonian is now divided into a linear* 
combination of two parts: a term H'"', which has as eigen-
fiinctions the of equation (2,1), and a pertiirbation 
term H", dixe to th® substitiient. This of course glosses 
OV0T the qtiestion of electron interaction, but the procedure 
will h& partially Justified later. Th© matrix elements may 
now b© writtenI 
is here defined as in which H is the total 
I'lj = J : njj Sij + HJj for 1, J t x 
"ix = Hxl = Hfj, + HL (S.S) 
-10-
We now expand the off-c!lagonal elemsnts not involving fy. 
(i # J t x) by using equation (2,1), 
fhe Integral i^yl-Pji^udv is the increment la the Gotilomb 
Integral of th© -utli carbon atom in the hydrocarbon arising 
from tb© presence of tb,© snbstltuent. Sirailarly, /<uH-
is tlie iaereaent in the exchange Integral toetwean carbon 
atoiM 11 and It Is clear that these ar® just th© quan­
tities that have been attributed to the Indwctive effect 
try Cotilaon and Lonjs^iet-Hlgglas In fhe LCAO method (3). 
Solution of an laCSO ©quatlon for this effect is considerably 
simpler tlian the equivalent LCAO foriraalation, towt we will 
defer further details on this point to Section E. 
We now turn to the matrix elemerits involving 1 or j 
s X, fhes® areS 
usl m«l 
n|:w 
•»n*^ 
IIjx = fxdv + 
(2.7) 
4t tbls |>olat especial caution Is needed in the interpreta­
tion of H^x* a^'bitrary separation of the Hamlltonlan 
Into two parts H® f S* was made on the basis of choosing 
H® so that li of equation (2.1) Its eigeiifunctlons. 
As a. result, fl* su,st eontain not only terms arising from 
the substityent alone, \mt also electron remilslon terras 
arising fro-m th© p^rtwrbation of the electron arrangetnent 
of the parent hydrocarbon resulting from the presence of 
the suhstitiient, l83c.amlnation of the magnitude to be ex­
pected from the latter terms shows then to be very signifi­
cant, and in addition, very sensitive to the perturbed 
charge distritation* It is therefor® quite incorrect to 
asraae that can b© taken as an eigenfiinction of HS i.e., 
fl* 5^ X gj. % corresponding to an eigenvalue of the free 
siibatitiient radical# Such an asstmsptlon does indeed permit 
a theoretical calculation of and Hyy as Sklar and 
Herzfeld have dona (4,5) {with additional aaswaptions as 
Wall), biit their procedure mist be regarded as fundament­
ally in srr-or as a result. B^valuatlon of the matrix ele­
ments h|,j, and Hxx he carried out through an empirical 
process, and th® values thua obtained havs. In general, no 
relation to those obtained by the Sklar-Hersfeld procedure, 
Alternativelj, fl could have been hfoken up in the following 
manner* H s + h"» Her®, H" represents the SCF Hairsll-
tonlan for the fr#e substituent, so that fl" - Sx 5x 
rigorously. In this case.., however, H®* contains electron 
interact ion terms In addition to those in RO, and deterTnines 
by an erflpirlcal procedure a nm set of coulomb and exchange 
integrals for the hydrocarbon atoms, not equal to those 
for th® parent hydrocarbon. 
We now turn to th€j consideration of the detervrilnantal 
equations (2.5) and (2,4), The solution of (2,4) is 
straightforward# The roots are dependent only upon the 
lacMeti\?s effects and in general ar€s not equal to the 
corresponding hydrocarbon orbital energies. The exact 
solutions of (S.S) yield an expression which can be solved 
for any energf level bf an Iterative oroc«dM:r©, In th® 
advsnt of a small perturbation which leaves E near one 
Hii* hwt not close to any other one can reduce the 
secular equation (which is equivalent to generalig^ed 
perturbation theory) to th© equations of orclinarj second 
dis­
order perturbation tlieory# by neglecting all the off-
diagonal elements except those In the ith row or rth col-
ittan# One obtaitis for anj orbital energyt 
M^-l. (H,, -Ji ji 11 
* 
i.l 
in ?/hich the? priim Indicates omiaeion of the teraj i ^ j» 
This expression may b© rewritten with application of equa­
tion {2»5) to tdve: 
j = "33 ^ . 3 t X E 4 
1»1 Hj, - Hn 
(2 .9 )  
. ^ (Hxl -
* r 
ial 11 ^ 
.XX .1 i 
.Equation (2*9) admits siraple physical Interpretation: If 
the integrals in eqtiatlon ( 2 . 6 )  defining the inductiva 
5:iffect are sero, then th© first eqiiatJon of (2.9) becosnes: 
* { 2.10) 
The second ©qiiatioR, of (2.9) rsmains unchanged. The latter, 
together with (2,10), is the generalisation of Matsen's 
formulas for the resoaanoe effect in substituted benzenes (6). 
If there is no i»esonaace intsraotlon between the substituent 
and I-rjdroo£i''boB, 
Equations C2«ll) are formally identieal to the formulas of 
Coulson and Lonfjiiet-Higgins for the influence of the induc­
tive effeet on orbital energies {3j. 
Th® total energy (the sum over the energies of the 
occupied IQ's) of the ground state assuming a closed shell 
2 
( 2 .11) 
H. 
— 1 r-
confi vvurar.: 
<//^  
; i , ^ « . . . . Tjf J 
1/2 
E., : EZ ' ChUO' 
jrl i:xl Hjj 
S/J 
y <B.ix ® .It"'.] .1' 
i»i - Ti, xx. 
z 
isl 
cy  
CHxi - S^xjHxx) 
- '^il 
.  (S.12)  
A similar ©xpresaloa for the total energy of an excited 
Stat® is obtained by transferring ati electron from a filled 
orbital a to an orbital b vacant In the ground state. If 
one assumes that tlie excitation process leaves the reJnaln-
ing orbitals unchanged, oae finds for the excitation energyi 
M 
- S„; = ihh - « aa E 
1=1 
(l%i) (E,^l) 
2 
— ®bb " %a H ii J 
(Hto S^^Hfcb) - CI! ax a ax^'^aa' 
%b ~ '%x Pf aa " %x 
(2.13) 
'"This K c sssarlly restricts the trfjataent to derivatives of 
paren Erocarbons f?ifeh, even numbers of tt -electrons. 
-16-
Tlils amy be coiftpared ivith the ©nergy of tiifs corres'pondlng 
traasltlon. in tli© laydrocarboB 5„tselfs 
Sine© omx' approaofe is empirical, we shall try to hav© as 
raanj "errors" e&acel out as is oo-^alble. Consequently, we 
slaall in general consider the difference bstA^eon the tran­
sition energy of th® su&stituted compuond and that of the 
eowreapondlng transition in th® hydf'ocarbc5n itself. This 
has th® disaci^atitage of requiring identification of "corre­
sponding" transitionsJ but attendant therewith is the advan­
tage of not infreqijeatly being able to use the theory to 
iientify th« transition. The differanc© between equations 
(2 ,14)  and C2.13)  y ie lds :  
(Be - V - 188 -®g' = = <%, - 3?b) - (H.a -
S° - E| 5 Hfo - Hga (E.14) 
^®bx; ~ ^bx^tib) 
2 
%b • Hit - Hit) %b - %x 
"* SaxH'aa) 
(2 .15)  
:? 
•aa • 
-17-
C» Self-ConsJ,ster!t-?ie3.d Fo^iridaticn of Ei;splr-3.eal Method 
It is worthwhile at this woitit to consider- the empiri­
cal MO method from the followinf; Tiev^ooint. One examines 
what the b<%®t MO treatment possible is, involving a singl© 
configuration for fchs groimci state. For th© LCAO procedure, 
this, best method, the self-consistent-field (SCP) method, 
ha® been developed in detail by Eoothaan i'7), and indeed 
has hem applied to several hydrocarbons (8,9,10), Now, 
it is possible to examine the types of integrals Involved 
in. this "best" treatrrient, and separate thera into groups 
which can be associated with corresponding terms in the 
s®mi-eaplrlcal treatiaeat. In the following, we asstaaje with 
Roothaan that the "excited" orbltals arising from the 
iBlniffiizatioii of the ground state energy are sufficiently 
good approximations to the orbltals which wowld have been 
obtained had th® energy of th© excited state configuration 
been miniaiiged directly, for the hydrocarbon itself, SCP 
theory yields the result that the ionization potential from 
the hi|t1i©st filled orbital £, is jtist th© negative of the 
3CF orbital energy, ©a-* 
la = - - - HI 
o 
-  2  "* »  (2 .16)  
•3 
18-
ia irMoh J runs over the occupied ground state orbltals. 
o 
1% r®f«rs to the nuclear field energy of orbital a. An 
analogous e<3uation can be written for the mono-substituted 
liydroearbon, using primed quantities throughout. "The primes 
indicate, first, that the Haailtonlan now has a perturbation 
added to it, and seeond, that th© SCf orbital wave functions 
occurring in the electron repulsion integrals are, of course, 
somewhat changed from the corresponding unperturbed hydro­
carbon wave functions. 
Let us now consider the shift in ioni-aation potential 
in goi.ng from the hydrocarbon to the substituted hydro-
oarteon. For this w© take the difference between the sub-
atituent analogue of equation (2,17)• and equation (2.17) 
itself, fhis yii^ldsJ 
= li - 1° = - < . H2 - 2. (SJ^3 
" (2J.g^^ — • (2.17) 
The addltianal terms involving x appear, of course, since 
there Is one additional occupied ground state orbital, ^  , 
in the substituted hydrocarbon. Equation (2.18) may now 
b© compared with the corresponding equation from the semi-
-19-
esipiFieal arsBroaehs 
« , 2 
AI t; la - la = ( - K& *• Saa) -
izl Haa - Hli 
- • (2.IB) 
W - P 
"-'KX 
It la clear that each ecpation involves like kinds of terms 
tmclear field energy tcjrms involviag the vacated orbital 
a,, electron Interaction integrals beti'/eep. the siibstltiient 
orbltals, •5'< aad -S'a. $ and Interaction integrals between 
the various ground state orbitale• As long as one evaluates 
empirically the qtiantities involved in equation {2»18}, the 
s.!.ffl.ple HO orbital e?nergies take on the aspects of the th©o-
refclcall'j better foimdecl SOF orbital energies, ©jspecially 
with respect to Ineliislon of the electron repulsion in-
taiirals, Tfeis does not mean, of course, that one can Inter­
pret the «);apiriCv«illy ietermineci quantities of sanation 
seml-emplrioal expression, eqiiatlon (2,IS), contains 
additional interactions between a., and th© entire set of 
exoitsd orbitals, representing apportion of the inductive 
effect. These particiilar interaction terms ar© nearly always 
quit© small, and the empirical procedure outlined in Section 
1 will conroeaaate In part for thes© quantities which lack 
an SCF foundation. 
In equation (2,17).,. It merely suggests that some of the 
success of the semi-cMaplrical procedure: lies In its Intro-
ductiofi sarpiricallj of tlie rlgiit kiads of parajneters as 
Judged, from tA© 30P pracediire. 
Altliougli second order perturbation theory relations 
have be^/ia used here, tbas© gerjeral conclusiona apply to the 
exact solutions of the sectilar eqaation# 
W& now turn to a eoffiparison of the simple, MO procedure, 
fiflth the corresponding SGF LCAO treatrftent of transition 
en©rg5.es* For the hydroQarbon Itself,, we obtain directly 
from Roothaan^s equatio,n, 67 (7} for the excitation energy 
to t.he lowest ©xeitecl siaglet state (excitation of an elec­
tron from a filled non-degenerate orbital a to a vacant 
non-degenerate orbital h): 
D, Modification of Semi-Bmplrical Method 
(2.19) 
If r-e nor: coticlder sliil't 
substituted iicdrocarbon from 
self J, 
-sl~ 
in tranaition enert;,/ for a 
that of the hy-drocarbon it-
s (1% S^) - (Eg - I?} 
« - Hg) « CH.; - li%) + ^ {84j - 2Jfcj - - Kfoj) 
O «» 
^ ^cs4j - ejaj ~ 4j - kaj) + (^4x " 4x) 
- C2J« ~ - ^4fe - - ''-Kab^» (S,20) 
wlier© ^ Indieates susaaation over frie occupied orbitals 
of tae ground atat€5 of tiie tiiisubstltuted hydrocarbon. Mow 
as long as the? empirical parameters in the corresponding 
seiai-empirical equation CS,15j have b®®n determined from 
ionlsation potentials, squatlon (2,16) is equivalent to 
lust th,© difference In SCF orbital energiesi 
{©^ - eg) - (€^ - cj). 
Bttt if tlie appropriate SCF orbital energies defined by 
©quation CS,I6) are sustitoted in equafclon, (2,20), one 
"has I 
-sa-
AB = (e^ - eg) - (e^ - e°) -
+ 2<kab - "ab' • 
whicii of course is not eqiliveleiit to the corresponding 
©siplrlcal ©xpression (2.15), with parameters deterrained 
froBi Ionization potentials. 
It would Beem logical, howtever, to use ©quat3.on (2»21) 
to relate lonlaatlon potential data with spectral absorption 
data, fhas, one can o'bfcain empirical parameters from data 
on ionization potential shifts, compute from these the 
orbital ensre:/ diffsrences, and correct the latter by the 
electron y«?mlsion. Integrals of equation {2.S1), in order 
to obtain a transition energy shift which may be cornpared 
with exoariae-nt. In addition, the process raay be applied 
in exactly the opposite direction to predict orbital 
energies and tliiis ioaiaatlon potential shifts, using empiri­
cal parai«#t«jrs determimed from the much more easily experl-
a©ntallj obs@r'«'able transition frequency shifts. Insofar 
m the electron repulsion integrals do not cancel out, 
it Is gftnerally impossible to proceed directly from to 
, or Tic© versa, without explicitly including these 
-2s^ 
tsr-as # 
A corollary of bnis orocedure is to use orbital ener­
gies determined from the freouenc;; of Bonrei particular 
transition anS the approppiat<» electron repulsion inte­
grals, and. then predict the froquenoies of otber transi­
tions. In this manner, for exaraple, singlet-trinlet tran­
sition energies may "be predicted from a knowledge of the 
eorresponcling: singlet-singlst excitation energy. The 
advantage? ovef the navjil amplT'lG&l MO theory!, which makes 
no distinotlon between states of different raultiplicity, 
is obvious.'^ 
Escently, Farr anci Parlser (11,12) p.ibllshed a semi-
empirieal theory of olectronle levels of \msat\jrated 
inoleotiles, ifhlch, for application to hydrocarbons, is 
sirrdlar to ours In philosophy and scope# The asstimptions 
ancil: raathematical details inherent in the two theories 
ar® different la a nnmber of nlaces, bnt both make use of 
eBtpirleal oor© Integrals, though In different ways. Both 
"It shoald be reiaarked that this procedure avoids the dif­
ficulty of th© too-large singlet-triplet separations found 
in piir-sly theoretical calciilations, inaseruch as one makes 
no att«-apt to use a theoretically c>,i'"itod singlet-triplet 
splitting:. One uses th© theoretic lly computed values of 
the electron repulsion integrals together with the parameters 
determlnecS from the shift of the singlet-singlet spectrum 
to predict the shift in the singlet-triplet spectrum from 
the observed singlet-triplet energy in the parent hydrocar­
bon. 
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are forixailatssd in. the language of tb® purelj theoretical 
metb.ot3,s of antlS'jMaetrlzdd molecular orbitals, theirs In 
terms of a Soep-pert-Sayer-Sklar type procedure {13) plua 
configuration interaction, ours in terms of Hartree-Pock 
SO-F theory* ?lli.at eombinatian of assumptions v?ill be the 
most satisfactory in the long run remains an open qiiestion 
at tais point.. 
In order to test the validity of our approach, we in-
trosluee here some eoaputations of the energy levels of 
hydrocarbonsbased on the jaodlfled theory. In order to 
do this, an "effeotifo" carbon-carbon nearest neighbor ex­
change integral, , la evaluated from the observed cen­
ter of gravity, A^, of the energy of the lowest excitations, 
or from the lowest excited singlet energy, a'e, using 
semi-empirical orbital energy differences plus SCF electron 
Interaction t^rtas; 
— * Ag + J s 
9 { 2 , 2 2 )  
\ 
and 
r (E.23) 
% - "a 
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Ker® n.|3 aad are defined 'by * nj ^  ,where ej Is tn.© 
seal-eapiploal Jth orbital energy referred to the carbon 
oottlomb iategral as sero# (3 Is th© conventional carbon-
carbon exelians© integral of seml-eiapirical theory, defined 
fable !• ISxchaiige and coiilosib integrals^ for ethylene,^ 
benaene,® and traas-biatadlene*^ C©v) 
Holecttl© N — * (3 (J '(5* o6^ N 1 it-o< cK 
Sthylen© -3,0 -3,5 -6,7 -5, a -8,2.5 -5.1 -5.86 
Butadlen,® -5.B -e.8 -8.2 -6.75 -7.0 -S,7 -5,41 
Benseae -2,56 -5.0 -5.65 -5,54 -7.2 -6,6 -4,72 
/V 
a* P and are tb«oretleal LCAO exeliange and coulooib In­
tegrals defined In r«f©r©ac« 19* Th.ej are taken from 
reftremes 10 and 19. and are spectroscopic in­
tegrals* deterriiiBed froa the first ionisation potential 
and the ©enter of gra^¥_ltj of tlie lowest ©xcitation, hj 
th© naiT© MO metliod, p* and 'p* are effective exchange 
Integrals determinsfi from the center of gravity and lovsr-
©st singlet ©xoltation, r©sp©etlvely, by our modified MO 
pr'oc©''&ire. 
b. For ethyl®»e, the necessary electron repulsion integrals 
are from r®f@r#Bce S. 
c. Siace th« lowest ©xeitation. In benzene takes lalace between 
degenerate orbital®, equations (2,22) and (2,23) do not 
appl'fi additional excited state - excited state interac­
tion Integral® ar® needed. For th© exact form these take, 
se« Chapter I¥, section D, 
<!• Th.© necessarj ©leetron Intaractlon Integrals for butadleii© 
wer© ealetilftted using irav# fanetlons obtained from th® 
naive MO wocednre. S©© reference 48 and footnote a. Ta­
ble .3, 
from, tlie effeotlvs exchange Integral 
an sffc^cti?© coulomb Inteigral may be obtained, using ionisatloix 
potential data as in the nmiir© MO procedure (43), The en®rgj 
levels of tiie Jaydrocar-t'on may now b® found from equation {2,20) 
/>* 
using or>bital energies calctalated fi'om p * Tables 1 through 4 
give til® results of siicb. calculations applied to ethylene and 
to'utadiente, as well as the results from the purely theoretical 
aetliod. fhe agreement is q«lte reasonable for the low lying 
transitions a».<5, for the, singlet triplet splitting. It is less 
ftood for higher exeitation processes, but these are just the 
Oiiea which eonfiguration Interaetion will affect most in either 
fflethod. Further refinemnts could be raad©,, sueh as adjusting 
the singlet-triplet splitting,, erapirically, or including con­
figuration Interaction as Parr and Pariser have don® (11,12, 
15). Hot/ever, the spirit of the computations presenter! here 
Is not to obtain the best possible energy levels, but to test 
the reasonableness of the procedure. 
le now turn to a eonslderation of the electron repulsion 
integrals. The change in the wave function can be attributed 
to two essentially Independent points. First is the contri­
bution from the aon-orthogonality of to the parent hy-
tlroearbon ..... i||-, mentioned previously. The xine 
of the SGF development (7), however, reqpjlres orthogonaliaed 
g7a-
fabl© S, Sle.o.ti'^onlc ©nergy leirtls of ©tlijlen© and benzene 
lol©mil©. 
a 
3ta.t# 
b 
f}i®or©tieal 
IQAO 
Mmvgj 
c 
soiifi©a 
Bipirlcal 
Snergy 
d 
Observed 
Energy 
Ith-flen® 1-Alg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
. 1»3 0,9 -O.B 3.1—5.6 
^Blu 10.2 9.3 7.6 7,6 
Beazen© ^•Alg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
^BSti 5.7 5.2 4.9 4.9 
1 
Bin 6.9 6.4 6.1 6.2 
^'EIm 9.5 9.0 8.7 7.0 
®B2u 5.4 4.9 4*6 • • • 
2.S 2.3 2.0 5.8 
3 
Bill 4.1 3.6 3.3 • • • 
a. For notatloB, 0©® p@fere»c®s &,9 and 10, and Part III 
A ©f th.ls tli^els. 
fe., Fpo® references 8^9 and, 10, with oonfigui^atlon inter­
action m©,gl©et0d. 
c. falues Iti the flpet eoluim ai»© calculated by the modi­
fied tlieoTj outllriM in tills thesis, uaing p* t the 
s®coM eoliiaa us@s « 
d* flie aaslgmaeats of all these toan<Ss are not certain. 
See i»ef#i»®ae©s 11,12 and. 14, md Part I¥ of this thesis 
for dismiss ions. 
wa,V0 fmnefeions. We cam classify this necessary of-
tliogonallzatlon, following MuHlken (IS), as "forced hybrid-
Igation," Ife was found instmotive to form the Lowdln manj-
o®nt©r orbital wave fumctlone (17) from the hydrooarbon MO'a 
and the sttbstitaent 10 for- two cases: aniline and, aminobuta-
Tatole 3. Electron rt^piilsion integrals In trans-butadiene (ev) 
Integral^ Exact SOF Modified 
letliod Smpirical 
Method 
"^12 9.51 S.66 
^13 9.22 a,S9 
9,4S 9.32 
•^14 9.96 10.81 
®-lg 2 .55 3.02 
%3 S»09 1.68 
%4 2,17 1.91 
%4 1,8S 2.15 
a» values ar# for Slater 2p w A0*s with effective 
charge 2*3,18. fh# SCF values ar© taken from reference 
lD-» The ©splrlcal mtfehod lutegrala are computod from 
WAQ \%*m@ fmnctions obtained by conventional s©ml.-empiri­
cal SO theory,,J. overlap Included, and all carbons considered 
Identical {42/. flie necessary AO integrala are from ref~ 
®r®ac© 10. 
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fabl® 4. SlectroBic ©nergy levels in fcrans-butadien© 
State® fhaoretleal. 
LQAQ Energy® 
loiifie'd 
Sapirieal 
Energy® 
Halve 
MO 
Snergy® 
Observed 
Sn©rgy® 
^Ag 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
B:2 s.o 4.9 6.0 
^Ag 10.5 7.7 7.2 7.2 
3-Ag 11.0 16.5 12.6 • • • 
hu 12.6 19.6 14.3 • • • 
^Bu 3*2 - 0.1 4.9 • • 
^As 6,a 4.3 7.2 # « 9 
6.6 12.6 12.6 • • « 
'^Bu 8.9 IS. 3 14,8 4» • • 
a. for notation, see rsferene© 10, 
b« faken frora refsrenee 10. 
o. Coaptitefl, with A s -6*75 ©v, aad ©lectron repulsion in­
tegrals given in Table 3. 
4» Computed with ^ » 3.8 ©¥» an-ci inclusion of nearest nei^-
bor 0Terlaps, all earbons considered Identical, See ref­
erence 42. 
©• Assignment of the 7,2 band is not eertain. See refpsrenc© 
12. 
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'Fable 5« Single-fc-triplet aplitting of energy levels in 
©toylene, benaen© arid Imtadiene Cevi 
S singlet • S triplet E singlet - S triplet 
Kolecule Statd^ Moaiflei ijspirical Theoretical LCAO 
Method® Method 
Itlijlene identical for all stat(?is 
Ba.t adieu© Bxi S#0 5.1 
Ag 3.4 4.2 
Ag 3. a •4 * 3 
Bia 4.2 3.7 
Benisene identical for all states 
a. For toutaiiieme, the ordesr is that given in Table 4. 
b. For molecules in wMeh th© orbitals are determined by sym­
metry, tti© singlet-triplet splitting must be identical by** 
botii til© completely th0or#tioal antd th® modified empirical 
theories, as tJien %j is i<i®ntieal for both, procedtirea. 
Hence, both msflaoda 'glTe identical singlet-triplet aplitting 
ting for ©tliylea© and benseae. 
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dl©n@. fh0®e are listed In detail la Appendix A« The 
iater®»ting point eonceraing these orbital® orthogonal-
ia.e4 by JjOwdiii's recipe is the small aiaount of aixing 
iBtfoduecd hf til® orthogoaallsation condition. It can bet 
coaeliaded safely that foresd "hybrid!aation does not, of 
Itself, eatise a. very lapfp change In the orbital wave 
f«ttctiotts. The secom! faetor influencing the form of th© 
wav® ttxxmtlon Is tli.« aettial p®rttirbatlon of th® wave func-
tioas hf til© |>r#s®nc® of the sitbstituent. It is apparent 
that, depending upon the amount of Interaction between the 
substitiieat and the parent laydrocarbon, tli© hydrocarbon 
wave fimetions maj b© changed only to a very slight extent 
or in consider&bl# d,agree* Th© following section considers 
in detail this aspect of the probl©ia« Suffice It to point 
oat tier© that in practic®, ®ubstituents exist ^ich influ­
ence t'lie unperturbed wave functions to a moderat® extent 
onlj, and for whiefe it is reasonable to assnm© that th© 
©orrespondiag electron repulsion integrals in the hydro­
carbon and t'h*? 8Mbstitiit#d iiydrocarbon, respectively, 
are ©qt>,al. Substitwents falling into this category will 
be labeled tiers substlt«®nt«, whereas those for 
whioii considerable changes la tli© wave functions occur 
will be designated a® "strong" subatituents, Mathematl-
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cally speaklag, wealc substlt«®iats are thoae for which 
i 
H . - H I  or H,. are large. The opposite statement 
» jj «l ij 
holds for stroag substltiients* 
Far weak substitueiits, the shifts in transition energy 
and ionization potential smj he obtained from equations 
CS.SO) and (2.17), fey canceling out the corresponding; elec­
tron iateraetlon Integralst 
a's = (h; - ilg) - (h; - h°) + <2^ - 4b) - - k;^) 
(2.24) 
.and 
Ai s - (Ha - H®) - (23^^ - . (2.25) 
fhe terms In-wolvlng j a x remain, of course, because of the 
additional oceupied ground state orbital in th© substituted 
hydrocarbon*. Squation (2,25), for the shift in lonisatlon 
potential, now in¥Ol"r©.s ©xaetly those terms coneernlng 
orbital ft whioh appear in equation {2.24} for AE. It can. 
b© ©oaeluded therefore, that for stiffleiently weak substl-
tu#rit#» th6 saaae eMpiric.s.l parameters which are determined 
to aceoimt for shifts in transition energies can be used to 
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prediet ionlsjation potential shifts, and, if on.e d©slr«s, 
the pToo®&ire can also b© applied. Ib revel's©. A little 
reflection shows that the dlfferarice between the shifts 
In alnglet and triplet ©nergles of th© ©xcited states in 
tile iCF procedure involVQB only electron repulsiori integrals 
wliicli, for weak Biabstltueiits, cancel out. This cancelation 
liolds, whether any par-tieular oonfiguyatlon or th© center 
of gravitj of all t'tie sxcited configurations is under 
eomideratioa, irrespective of any possible degeneracy 
of ortoitals a or b» This is tantaiaount to the statement 
that, for weak sufestituentB, th© energy shift of th® center 
of gravity Is the sam.© as that of any one of th© individtial 
eonfiijuratioas, Siac© equation (2.15) applies to the cen­
ter of gra'rltj of the transitions, it is apparent that 
OB® is justified, for sufficiently weak substituents, in 
I 
eompariiig observed energy shifts of any of the transi-
tioas with the semi-eiapirically calculated shifts of the 
ceater of .gravity involviag the same orbitals. 
-» 
fh® s@mi-®apirieal ceriter of gravity is of course not quit© 
the same as th® 3€P center of gravity. However, as they 
differ by just shifts In both canters of 
gravitf are identical for suffieieatly weak siibstituents. 
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E. Bvaluatlon of Sspirieal Paraiaeters 
It is assumed at the outset that the matrix eleroenta 
®li* ^ ©tuation (2,5) hav® been detarminBd empiri­
cally froffl spectral data on the parent conjugated hydro-
earbon, yi6ld5.ng a eotalemb Integral, , and a carbon-
carbon ©xehange integral, P » lii order to evaluate ©bi-
plrleallf tla® -anlcnown aatrix element H in equation (2.3), 
we fo?Llo* Pasillag (18) and Matsen (6) In establishing 
as o< + p , Here, ^  and p are the integrals deter­
mined from the parent hydrocarbon, whereas cT now assumes 
the position of an eitplrleal parameter which is a function 
of tlie smbstituent. As Ifalliksn (19) bas pointed out, o< 
and p will ¥ary from hydrocarbon to hydrocarbon, since 
tbej depend on non-nearest neighbor effects. Such varia­
tion will 0hift the <5" values for a substituent as a func­
tion of til® parent hydrocarbon under consideration, but 
tals need not concern us, as the effsct is merely a shift 
in origin, and relative <r values for different si^bstitu-
entB will r®3;min significant. 
The matrix ©lemsnts remaining to be evaluated empiri­
cally ar® those relafcsd to the inducti-^jfe effects 
-3S-
ti,J ^ x). In equation (2.7), tliese were exprssse.d in 
Th® first of these Is denoted empirically by cT^ , 
after Pauling (18)• It is clear that the largest of tbes6 
iategrals is the on© iOTolving AO's on the earbon atom 
to til© substituent is attached. In succeeding no­
tation, we will designate this earbon atom bj th© sub-
serlpt 8, and rsfer to it as "th© substituted carbon." 
Various arbitrary relationships betw©©!! thJ.s integral and 
those inTOl-^ing carbon atoms adiaeent to the substituted 
earbon have been used (20,SI), ranging from S 
to 'i'hes® recipes may be regarded as too arbitrary 
to toe satisfaetorj# It is possible to d®t©raiirxe uniquely 
all the <5*^/8 If one uses the spectra and ionization 
potentials of th© dl®ubstitut©d hydrocarbons (see Section 
X).» For th® present, it will be assuaed for simplicity 
that - Of and in addition, that th© exchange integ­
ral perturbations, negligible. 
fh© ©xehaag© integral it approximated by 
GjgJ'/gH ?ftill© this may be poor for substitAients 
vi'hoBe TT -electrons have principal quantum numbers much 
higher than two, it la not Inconsistent with the neglect 
of higher order inducti^e effects. Our state of knowledge 
terns of th® AO integrals: 
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ateout this Integral Is such that about all w© can do is 
regard it equal to tli© carbon-earbon value , or adopt 
Wkeianci's assiiraption, and assume it to fee proportional to 
the overlap integral / i ^ . dv (22). If tlx® C - X bond is i/ x ® 
strongly polsrj neither of these assxmiptions appears a 
priori valid, arid or® imist view them with caution. Sine© 
til© eapirical paraaeters raust corapensate, at least in part, 
for til© inadeqwaoj of these assuraptions, they can be ex-
pectad to differ in maerical magnitude but not in qwali-
tmtlve order for different parent hydrocarbons. With 
thes# asai»aptions, the geey,lar eqiiation (2,3) and (2,4), 
if symmetry is presept takes on a form particularly ame­
nable to simple solution. In tlia ease of Bymnetrj split­
ting til® seeular equation, equation (2,4) reduces to 
diagonal for® such that ita roots are Juat the orbital 
energies of th® parent hydrocarbon# Inasmich as there is 
evidence (23) that th&B& orbital energies may be consider­
ably perturbed, from the Tallies for the parent hydrocarbon, 
tlie need for an adequate method of determining higher order 
S^B Is pointed up, 
T"!i« orbital energies ^maj now be obtained from equation 
(2.3) as a function of tb© Imown parameiters ^  , and 
th©. overlap integrals, unknown para­
meters, and S • -Trie latter be determirio-^d from an:f b 
two iadepernlfsnt experliiiental data which can be ext>ressed 
in t&raiB of the®., fhe most coiwenlent data are the shifts 
In t'ne irertlcal lonlaatlori potentials (given theoretically 
by the sblft in ©ii^rg-y of tiae highest occupied orbital) 
and the shifts In the vertical transition energies (given 
by the shift of the difference between appropriate orbital 
energies mippXsKtented hj electron interaction Integrals as 
« 
in ©quatioa 2*21 }. One eonld use as well data on two 
different electronic transitions. In special cases, addi­
tional siBtplifjing assumptions can be siade. Thns, for 
©jcample, the ease of the anllininm Ion should be an exam­
ple of a virtually pure indnetiv© effect, in v^hlch case 
and, 3,=^, -ma:' be regarded, as zero, 'fhe other extreme 
of a snbstltuent introdiicing purely a resonance effect, 
'W loalsation potentials determined from eloctron Impact data 
presumably yield valnes corresponding to vertical ionisation, 
Wt, unfortunately, the data available liavs not been found 
sufficiently accurate for use for tMs purpose. Hence, adia-
batic ionization potentials determined from spectroscopic 
observations on Byiberg series have been used. For a close­
ly related series of fflolacules, the shifts in the adiabatlc 
ionization potentials are not expected to deviate too great­
ly from th© shift® of vertical ionization potentials. Ver­
tical transition energies correspondingly require the use of 
th@ frequency of the smoothed maximum of th© absorption band. 
For lack of sufficient acctiracy in this experimental datum, 
w© have used the 0 - 0 band, frequencies for determining shifts, 
These are nrimarj reasons Cin addition to theoretical reasons 
laentioned earlier) why w® eoneidtr shifts in experimental data 
rather than the absolute data. 
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stFietly speaking does not ©xlstj, since H' is never zero. 
For oertain stibstitueiats, howOTert S g is small and may in 
praetiee he found aegligibl©# 
It is ob-riotis that ©raplrioal values of the parameters 
S and /g fiill dopand stroagly on the degree of approxima­
tion in whielri the saeular eqmtlon is solved. With respect 
to overlap integrals, for exaaplds this includes solution 
of the semilar equations (2«3) ana (2.4) Including or omit­
ting overlap integrals between the AO's in the parent hydro-
earbon, and likewise including or omitting the off-diagonal 
S|3j teriTsS# S«gl©et of the first of these affects th© unper­
turbed eniirgi#s (hut not th© unperturbed wave fttnctions)* 
terois aay# on th@ other hand, b© largely compensated 
for bj th© s®mi-«pirioal procedure as far ai'' the energy 
Impels ar© concerned (24), but can be expected to influence 
considerably the wave functions. This Influence is felt 
particularly strongly through th® electron, repulsion inte­
grals of equation, (2»21)« In Appendix B develop a COM-
ptrtationallf simple approach by which it is possible to 
take into account the Inclusion of overlap, given the solu­
tions ohtained omitting overlap# 
Ikanguet-Higgins and Coulson have in many papers presen­
ted th© important properties of the special class of mole-
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eules by them ^'alternaat hydroccarbons." 'fe digress 
to show hot* tiisss molecules can toe treated by the schersne we 
are following in this thesis, W© begin conceptually with 
an alternant iiydroearboB substituted with a hypothetical 
ra€lieal wlaicli exerts only a resonance effect. We wish to 
©rK|«.ire as to the nature of tae indiictiv© ©rfect, i.®., how 
the orbital energies depend upon ttie coulomb integral of the 
carbon to wbich the 3tibatitw.®nt Is attached. We follow tlie 
Taylor s©rl@s ©xpansion us®«3-. by Cotilsan and Longuet-Higgins 
{3) when they were examining the indsxetlve effect alone: 
drocarbon irith ths comloab integral of carbon 1 equal to of , 
•I- (£ .26 )  
wlier© AS is th®. transition ©nergy foi' the stibstittited, hy-
The coefficient of Is fotmc! using (2.10): 
2 
_(hax - sak«sa> 
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On© needs the well-known relation 
^ Hjj ^  s Gjx , ^2,28 
otou. /aso 
noticing also that |C^il = l^all» ™ Interested In 
a transition bet?reen correspondinp?; a.lternant levels and If 
# 
carbon-carbon, overlap Integrals are xieglected. These re­
lationships result in th© dropping out of all but two terms, 
which, may be cofflbin.ed to yield J 
(2,29) 
In this equation, H^x refers to yViH I^dv, and S to the 
corresponding overlap integral. For the case of little 
or no resonance interaction, everyjHJ J-HJQJI is large, and 
If these overlaps are included, Cbl « ~ ^^b^c)/ 
(1 • ^ f which ma.k©s |Ci,i| approximately, rather than 
e.xactl:/, equal to|Cax|» 
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* 
^ A E 1 Is srtall or aero, as found 'by Coulson (25), who 
•5 /a,„ 
considered just tli!s case. On the other hand. If there is 
a strong raeonaiica interaotloa between th© substituenfc and 
the ring, then at least on© | Hjj - j will b© small, and 
iB. nearly all cas®@ j - .1^ | will be saialler than 
~ Hxxl' greater tb.e resonance interaction, the 
mors 'pronounced this iasquality will be. For this case, 
equation (2,29) reduces to: 
o ,2 A (-h.. « sh" ^ 
(Aai\ 
\ ^ / 
V  ' V  4  (2.50) 
. 2 
If one giibstitiites this in ©qnation (2.26) and adds in the 
shift in transition energy produced by the resonance effect 
alone, \ A""'S ), one obtains for the total shift in transition 
energy 
Longiiet-Higgins and Snowden {26) ha'?® derived a similar rela­
tion for methylated alternant hydrocarbons. Their derivation, 
liowever, starts \fith th® parent nydroearboii orbitals and assume 
tnat the resoxiaaoe and Inductive effects upon the transition 
©aergj shift ar© irxd^sperident aad, additive. Our derivation 
concludss that Intsraotioa terais are far from negligible. 
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A^is = G bl- 5.p 
9 I 
f A"'S (2«31) 
(h® 
•'aa 
For a sufficiently large Inductive effect, equation <2.31) 
may becone a considerable portion of the total transition 
energy ®hi ft»" 
TIae lisportant conclusion to be drawn hex'e is that for 
strong resonanc® interaction between substltuent and hydro­
carbon, one is not Justified in neglecting the influence of 
th® inductive effect upon ,t,h& frequencies, as soiae authors 
have done I e.g., S,klar (4), Htrzfeld (5), arid Mats en (87) ). 
If one goes to the other extreme of a weak resonance effect, 
one can show rather easllj that th© inductive first tera of 
equation <2,51) goms to g«ro faster than the resonance shift. 
''ICtiis is true even withiB. the validity of equation (2.31), 
which was developed with the assumption of a srfiall inductive-
effect. It can he shown that more nearly exact treatments 
including higher derivatives or direct solution of the secular 
equation rslnforc® this general viewpoint. Tli© results are 
changed only slightly by iiicliision of carbon-carbon, overlap, 
for no resonance Iriteractlonj /,^A^S\ does not quite go 
/a=o 
to s&rOf as Oonlaon has shoivn. For large resonance interac~ 
tlon, th© qualitative results of this section are still valid. 
'""^Fram. equation. (0.10), for the resonance shift, A*E' depends 
only on the smmre of the coefficient of carbon s, and in­
versely on the first power of ). is always less 
than unity. As ) b©co.mes large (i^esonanca effect be-
eoffling smaller) the resonance term, A S*, rapidly becomes 
doainatS.ng. 
As a x'Bsnltf the trarssitJ.ori aliifts esso-it:!:;.!!,/ Inde-
psndant of the iiwimctlve paraiaetor for small reaanance 
lnte3?action,'" In this special case, a one-parasietisr theory 
Iresonanco parittueter) aa^' provldo a good approxiraatlo.i for 
oalcuiatioii of ©xeltatiOii ©nargies. Coiwersoly, 
Ilttio or ao resonance iateraction -exists (e.g., if the 
substitiieat is -WHg) excitation oiierg/ data aro nnsatlsfac-
tox'y for fcu.© ofaluation of inductiirf! paraiaeters. 
Ml analysis slailar to fcliat on tho transition energies 
ioay to® earriad. out oii the ionization energy, leading to 
(-fel 
(2.32) 
For little or bo resonrirics interaction., a large inductive 
"This la not preclssly tvuxi, einc© ttxs inductivo effect does 
iiaire a atvomz influenca on the orbital enex'sles th,e;stselv©s in 
tills limitin, case, whereas the differences between orbital 
®nejv;i«s caacsl. As & result, there is a change In the orbi­
tal Sivavw f^mctloiis, wliicli is felt tliroiigh. the electron repul­
sion iafcegrals of ©cmation {2,21)* For the cases we have 
conslddr€}fa (berisene, butadiene, ethylene), the ©ffect is not 
large, but not negligible either. For very large parent hy­
drocarbons ?/her« the orbital levels are close together, the 
effect aajf becoae considerable. 
1 - iixx 
ch w aa ii 1 
- 2S 
(H ax rtifC 
ch' a a hrx) 
cal 
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effect provides large shifts in the orbital energies, and 
imder tlies® conditions, th® ionization energy shift may b« 
oonsldsrsd a fimetlon of alon®, l^us the Inductive 
parameter .raay be? d@t«rmin©d from this information directly. 
If the resonance interaction is largo, however, this simpli­
fication is not valid. Equation (2.32) shows that 
4 has a aaximiia value of when there is no resonance in­
teraction. For large resonance Interaction this term may 
beeome quit® aaall,^ and the ionization energy shift will 
not depend very strongly- on th® indnctive parameter. The 
conclusions on ionization potentials ar© of course independ­
ent of whether the hydrocarbon is alternant or not. Another 
If^ortant result i® that the empirical parameter in hetero-
cjcllcs derived from alternant hydrocarbons should not be 
deteralned from transitions between the alternant levels, 
but froffl the ionization potential or other transitions. 
F. Calculation of Integrals 
fhe electron repiilsion integrals entering the modified 
semi-»©spirical theory can be expanded by equation (2.2) to 
«• 
Th€ general result is tru© even thoi:igh equation (2,32) breaks 
down when I small. 
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^ t; t' s s' 
=1 
where IggHt* » ig,(«);uv i^(v) I^,(v)dv^dvy 
and M. ijki-y^<"' v!i(t)^(v)dv„dv^ . 
From ©quatlon (2,33)» It would seem that a great number of 
Integrals of th® typ© Mggi^^» would be needed to calculate 
a single coulomb or exchange Integxal for the substituted 
hydrocarbon. Since the integrals are obtained over all 
possible charge distributions, the number that needs inde­
pendent e-valuation is reduced to a specially great extent 
through us© of symmetry properties of these MO's, by th© 
methods of group theory. It Is nlaln that the degree of 
siiiiplifIcation is more highly dependent upon the syminetry 
of the parent hydrocarbon than upon that of the substitu~ 
tion product# In addition, two other practicable simnlifi-
cations ha-^e been found very helpful# It is shown in 
Appendix G that! 
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^ ^ %lkl^ * 
- + \kll^ - l^^ij * 2 
In praetle©, a mimb»F of cases &re fomtd In \fhich the ex­
change lnit®gr&ls &re bo saall as to be negligible, or almost 
$0. For eaeh a-uch case, a mimber of th© Integrals 
he discarded, as well* 
Secondly, vre are eonsidering a perturbation of the hy­
drocarbon by the substltuent orbital• If the substituent 
orbital eaeFgy is far from th€5 enepg? of any particular par­
ent ixf<3rocarboB orbitalj then that orbital will be essen­
tially unperturbed (in which case, only the a.|^ term of 
ecpatloR (2.S) need be retained), or at the v&rj worst, mix-
iag will bt^ important only fiith orbitals of nearly the saae 
energy, and th# reminder may be elimiaated. It has been 
founcS bj aettial coaputatioti that orbltals with energies more 
tha» S p removed from Sj of equ.atlon (2,2) need not be 
o-onsidtred in the expansion. 
For th® speeial cas© of a substituted hydrocarbon pos-
stssing Bjmmetrj, th© ooabination of syswietry with small 
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cosfflcients and with ©cpatlon (2.34) make it unnecessary 
to o&Ioulate any i.ntegr»ala over the substituent orbital, 
fjj., for many intarsstlsg transitions. In these cases, the 
electron lnt«&raetion integrals ar© cleterained. solely by the 
change in electron repulsion due to the perturbed charge 
distribution In the hydrocarbon pax't of the raolecule. Mol-
eculas tshleh fall uader this situation and whose parent hy-
tiroearbons have b@en subjected to an SOP procedm-'e »ay need 
no calemlation of new integrals, and m©n It th© SCP pro­
cedure has not been earried out, all necessary integrals can 
b© d@t©rrained fro® published tables, e.g., (28). As an 
indication of the simplification i^ossible, on© might raention 
that in. the cas® of monosubstituted bensenes, of approxi­
mately 2400 integrals potentially required, only about 20 
n#ed specific tvaluation, and for two sets of transitions, 
no Integrals over aubstitxient need be calculated. 
fhe caletalation of energy shifts provides a father re­
duction in th® nuisber of integrals that need be computed, 
which would: not he posaibl® if absolute energy values ^jyere 
calculated. This hinges upon the assumption of neglect of 
all ^5^, u|is# For then, orbitals which do not mix m^lth 
on syiametry grounds r@iaain unchanged with respect to those in 
the parent hydrocarbon, and the difference (M^jkl ~ %jkl^ 
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vaaislies, provided l,J,ie,and 1 refer to Buch orbitala* 
ill, sodifisd-10, nmm of sfjbstii^tjl'ion 
A, Intro duet ion. 
15ie previous chapter {^hicli trill be referred to as "II") 
preaenteci an aualo-gf •b©tm'-®©Ht the tiaiv© serni-empirical Biolec-
iilar orbital approach and tlie laore rigorously foimcied self-
eonsistent-field theory. It f/as shown that physically rea­
sonable results could b© obtained for three representative 
hjdrocarbons by eo®pl@iftentlng the results of the naive ap­
proach with theoretically computed integrals in a manner sug­
gested by SCF theory. In. this chapter we examine the impli­
cations of this approach, insofar as they can b® ascertained 
fro® a generalized study of snbstituted. conjugated hydrocar­
bons, t?lth respect to th© physically observable properties 
of th®s® sjoleeiilfts* W© paj particular attention to the 
transition energcj shifts, transition probabilities, various 
properties o'f the ground state l.tself, the effect of polysub-
stltution, and finally, to two special classes of transitions 
that may arise in practic®* n-tt and N-Q transitions. In 
succeeding chapters we apply the methods and results of these 
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first t'A'O olaapters for quantitative caleulat/lon, compari­
son T/ith esperiMent, and. discussion of Ind.ivldxiMl cases. 
B, Prediction of Transition Energy Siilfts 
For fc1i© praseBt w® assum® it has been, possiblfj by the 
general methods ota.tliaeci in the previous chapter to obtain 
a serl«® of and values for various sutostituents of 
Interest* From the iiatir© s#jal-®mpiplcal molecular orbital 
%lieorj OB© can ascertain that a giT«a tx^ansition will shift 
In a well-ieflned aarwiey iipon substitution bj a radical 
with known S and valu®. In fable 1 we bring together 
for eonv©aiea.ce infoptaation that has "been derived concern­
ing stich inforaiation. fhe last three entries of Table 1 
result directly from II, particularly equation (2,15), while 
the remainder' have been discussed by Cottlson {25} and Lon^ 
gii«t-Higgim aad Sowilen ^26). 1© now ?/ish to consider what 
infludttce the iatroduction of theoretical Integrals into the 
aai¥© theory, as suggested in II, has upon predictions lis­
ted in fablft €•• 
In the case that the transition in the parent hyciro-
^arboa i© th@ excitation of an ©leetron from an orbital ig^ 
to an orbital Ii,, at l®ast on® of or of being non-
Table 6. 'ri?ans3„tlon energy sh,.ift3 predicted from naive semi-
©rapirieal MO theorf lapon laonosiibstltution 
of Su"bstit;a©Bt- Type of Predicted 
Hjdroearlson later action®- frarasltlon Energy Shift 
in Parent ( E) 
Hy d roc arbon^' 
R oaly general red 
I palyI general 
blue 
red 
or red 
blue 
B f I; 
dA. 7oJ 
general 
red 
blue 
or blue 
red 
R only alternant r®d 
I oaly alternant 0 
R + Is 4 >0 alternant red (S)^ 
weak S and wsak li <5^ <0 alternant red 
strong 1 aad strong It So. <0 alternant blue 
a« 8 s Eesoiiance interaction; I = Isduetlve interaction. 
b. altsmarit refers to a traxiaitlon between levels aymstri-
©allJ situated about 1 a oc . 
c. ^ Is til® Inductive pararaQter defined in II asy ^ gH'^gdv 
&t equation (2.6), for ©xmaple. 
d. B refers to strengthening of the shift due to combined B 
aad !• 
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d@g@»erate,* oae can for tn? fcransltion ene^^c?;:/ 
1 5 
a^s = t 'k-ib - k^l,) * " ^ abi. 
( 3.1) 
In ifliioJa tile plus sign liolds for transition from a closed 
Bh.^11 grouBc! Stat# to an exoltsd state, and the minu® sign 
holds for th# eorrespondiag singlet-triplet transition. ¥le 
define as (®|j ^  ©§} • (0^^ - ®a)* equation (2,15). 
I'here seeim to be airailable ncj general Inequalities from which 
in given 0irc"ttmstan.ces th© sign of tUe sum of the electron 
interaGtion integrals of eqaatlon (3.1) can b© determined. 
Hence, in this gtnej-'al ease, we are tinable to extend the 
useful ,generali^E6<i predictions of fable 6 to our modified 
seai-eiflfsirical theory# Om can make the general observation 
that the pr^dietions of fable 6 are borne out in practice, 
and consequently the electron repulsion integral aiia of 
•eqmation C3,».l) is either of the saa© sign as or sitial-
We also assmnja that the corresponding levels in the resul­
ting substitiited hydrocarbon are non-deg©nerate. It 1B pos­
sible to concsiire of peculiar situations In which substitn-
tloa creates iegcmermcies, btit we will not consider tht^se. 
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lex- in raagriltud?5 trian A^'e, 
In the special ease In which ig, anci, i|j are each donb-
degenerates, a moi-'e coffiplex sitaation prevails. In the fol­
lowing analysis of this sitiiatloa vw lia^e been guided, bj the 
paptie«lar situation that prevails in benzene, but th© gen­
eral priBciplac Ixivolveu in tho argxaient hav^^ rathetr cioro 
general applicatloa, even ttioiagh poaslbly some of the spe­
cific equations may need to be modified in otta,er specific 
cr x 3 es, In tlri© fojTa In faiicli the eqiiation& are given here, 
they tflll apply to any cas^ of Kionoaubstitution of a general 
conjugated 'hjdT'oearbon lAich has a tiiresfold axis of sy:n-
isetry # 
Let th.© parent conjugated liydrocarbon belong to the 
poixit group C'lt and let tli© jTionosiibstltution Droduct belong 
to tlie point group (1^, neeessarily a subgroup of Now 
elioose the members of file degsaerat© orbital pair occupied 
in tlie ground stat-8# ig_ and so that each of them be­
longs to a.n lrr«<ia.eibl£) representation of tha aubgroup Gg, 
Siailai" orbltals are selected for the d&gormr&te orbital 
pair vacant in th# gFOuad state, and we 
wish to consider tho excitation of an electron from, the oc-
•gr 
In the case of benzene, for ©3t«'«pl©, this means w® choose to 
use the- real foras of the MO*s, Cf» Matsen, reference 5, 
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cupiecl to a v-"icaiit or'bit:il. One ooji write four pos­
sible excitation procosses to yield the a©roth order esci-
ted statasi S| ^-a ^-a ^b' 
•^a ^2a. ^-1-.* •'Ailcli, for convenience, ba denoted respec­
tively fey 9 X-a^ -u » X.U * ^<*.-11 * general 
tlie Tarieru-ss ^C'^, tvill not belong to irr©fiuel?>lo representa­
tions of and. In fact, appropriate linear coribinatlons 
liRist be taken to form tlie correct first-order wave functions 
for tlisise exolted states. lm<m smbstitutJori, it can te -^-x-
pected in general that tbe asKmnt of lalxlng of tlie seroth 
order wave f«,iictions necess&r:/, will cliange. Since we are 
intarcsted in sMfts In trarisition ener;,;ios which are mich 
oaaller 1'> r the transitioa enei-ijies tlit.-nselves, tlio con­
tribution of tills excitod state Mxirig, as vfc chooso to 
M,-
call this proeeas, " May in soiae eases be a doiiiinating fac­
tor in tiie calculated shifts. 
It ocan b© sliom tliafc Y, and Y belons to the 
sain® irreduoibl© represeatatlon of <1^, and likewise, 
&nd belong to a aiiigl© represcmtation different from 
that of t!ie first pair. In the parent li^rdrocarbon one can 
find the correct first-or(3er wave functions by the usual 
hmre avoided the term "eonfiijaration interaction" be 
cause the latter terra Is ustially understood to involve a 
b.ig!i©r-opd«r theory than is considered lisre. 
tT'ee.tfflfmt of c6Ti:ftton Interaction of ncrro th~or'0''? 
fti:^.otlon?3. In this carj-^j n,owever, It la u-inccesGarj to car-
Tj out the procedtiTe tlio runctlon& are detnr-
min/scl frora syi^gaefcT':;," 0OTis5..d0T'ati'>'ns. One mst detnrriln'^ thew. 
so m to belong to irr€s<lu,ci1>le ropj^ssentations of and 
on© tn^is o'bt;MiT5st 
X , '  =  ( ) / l S '  
> / (3.2) 
In W'lich the s'espeotlve sxiperfjcpipts rt^for to the slt/ns 
chosen in eae^i equation. In ths parent h^ydrocarbon {for 
the oasG of ti'5 onal sjnnraetsr'j wliicli wo are considering) one 
pair of the f^anr functions of equation (3.2) is degenerate, 
fiiig pail' will eonaS.st of one seaber from each of X, and 
» The other ffierib#?^r of eac?a pair of functions ?d.ll be 
aon^'dsgenerate. Of eour'ss, wh-ieb pai'ticular ones these aro 
i?ill depend upon the signs cbosen for the individual ^ 
fiinetlorjs» Eacli f\iB.ction o^f cqiaation (5.2) has a correspond­
ing ©neir'f.ry iiaiag the gi'dund state SCF excited state Hamilto-
laian (an approximatioa w© use throughout this thesis). The 
enar??!? dlffcysTiCc-n t'hsjss %ad chat- of t':.s groiiad-
stat'© enerfsy may be irrlttetij foi^ the singlet trans it Ion: 
' AEi . og - ej - ItJab - Sab> - |(~Va-b - Wb) 
- (Kab - K-a-b) i Hab.-a-b 
(S.3) 
• A Eg s eg - eg - iU.ab - K.rt) " |<J«-b - Vb) 
•• (K-ab <• Ka-b! ^ H-ab,a-b 
in whicli eg and e° are th© SCF orb3.tal energies of the rsEpec-
tive degenerate orbltals, and 
* ^ ®-a«b.,a"o " "'-aaj-bb 
^3.4) 
•^-ala^a-b " ** *-aa,,-bb 
In til© notation defined In II, 
Ko- cOT}/; 1.3-r t'-"'- of siil;^tlt:ut*lon. I''! -at of a.ll 
de;'::e:n,®rac"': Is rcr-'-Dvod and th'=i a:Hi.onut of oxclted 
mircj.ap: :!s n,c dstc?"ri'Ined by sy3'R3tx\/» Theii, In , 
tr5f= best functions t'ls.t cnn. 'b'"; :for'':6<- fron': the ^eroth~ 
order ftrnetIons ?il,ll Involve unequal aiixing detemlnable by 
tbe iisual ainteiaation procedure. The slnijlet state waVB 
ft.inctiOTis for the moiios'ttbstltution proauet will then be: 
=  ( 0  
ab 
f **• 
<" = (Olab t cf.b 7(1^ 
(S.5) 
with,, of coni'se, thr-eo rolations connecting the C'a In 
and fchrea jn from oythogonality# The shift in transi­
tion, energy fro'a that of the parent h^rdrocarfcon to that of 
the s55.bstit'uted compound is then given for the singlet states: 
Si-nilar foraulas applj to the triplet stat^ with, a minus 
si n before the terms (Safe + C^'^-ab + ^-a-b) 
equation (.3.3) and eorrespandiag changes in sign in ®qua-
ti-3" {.3,6), Of course, one will find differerrt values of 
th<* C*3, 4«p "HcJ ng on whether t'.io energy of the singlet 
states or oj triplet states was miaimised. One could 
alternatively, but less rigorously, miniaiize the ^n^rgj of 
the center of gravity of ail the singlet and triplet states. 
-SS'"* 
" %b + "^-a-b " ®--a-b^ " ^^ab^ab 
fc. 
+ " tt ^^"ab " « ^^-a-b^~ ^  ^^ab^-a-b"'^ab-a-b ii c 
z ^ab-a«b^ 
(S .6)  
Hero, £!pB r fetj - e§) - (fi^a * ®a^ Integrals In­
dicate that orbital wave functions of th® substituted mole­
cule ""iBist be iised 3,n eTaliiatlng tiie respective Integrals, 
A BiwiliiT aquation holds for • ^--Ig . 
For tlift ease in wiiieli the substituted compound still 
bas n twofold elemerit of ssyiamefcrj"' in addition to the hori­
zontal plan© of REFLECTION to «hich th® TT AO'S are antl-
symmetric J, theu. tlie functions X, , ^?ill belong to 
two d.lffercmt irr-esfeicible representations of Gg and the 
.sttbstitueat will lateraet dlreetlj with only that one of 
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tlies© wliiob has the same Bjom&trj* leeessarllsfj tb.® pair 
of states ?fhlcli was degenerate in the parent hydrocarbon 
'4s' becomes separated, and, is general, the larger the substlt-
uent^parent fcijiroeartoon interaction, tli© larger the split­
ting. Ift the Halt of •verj strong Interaction, the levels 
i -t • , 
can b© separated so far that and. "X, « X^t 
If this is the originallf degenerate pair. Tliua w© have 
the piettire of a "weak" substltuent case involving essen­
tially complete and sywaaetrioal excited state mixing as in 
the parent hydrocarbon adiftbatically going over into the 
"strong" sutostituent cas#, as tii® interaction increases 
adiabatically, in wliicli the excited states are completely 
uncoupled, Tfe,® process is shown diagraiiaaatically in Fig-
tire 1. 
Flaallf,, let us consider the interaction Integrals 
'®ab,-a-b ®ab,-a-b appearing in equation (3.6), and 
i 
tto.®ir counterparts, ®a«b -ab* appear 
in tlie ©n#pgy ©quatioa for the other pair of wave functions. 
In general, j ^ l®ab,-a-bl equal sign 
# ,  
Sine© it can be shoirn that th© degenerate pair of Gt_ in 
tlais cas® must resolve into two different irreduelbl© rep-
r-esentatlons of Gg., 
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Fig* 1, ISxelted state lalxlng for doubly degenerate orbltals. 
Transitions denoted by the Bmm symbol ar® coupled* (A) repre­
sents th© hydrooarb©!! lts«lf and th© limiting cas© of a "weak" 
iubstltiieatjf (B) intsraediate coupling represented by equation 
C3»5), and {C) the liMitlag "strong" substltuent case. 
-S8~ 
holds for the case of interactiort. If one coBsiders 
I . ' I 
tbcj case of a strong substitueat, j *• '®-a-b I become 
so large., and, | Hab,-abl saall, that the excited at&tes 
may b© eonsldered as completely uncoupled (Pig. l). ^%b,-a-b 
mmj h& either positive or negative and can be quite large, 
perhaps several m in givmi cases. The possibility exists, 
ttierefore, that A% aay b® negative for some transition 
arising from a d®gen®rate coafiipiratlon in th© parent hy-
droearbonj ©orrdspomcllng to a blue shift upon substitution 
by a radical interaetioa solely tb.rou.gli the resonance para-
a.ete-r. This possible "beha'^ior Is not predicted at all from 
tlfi€> naiire treatsient alone. The Inclusion of inductive In­
teraction io®s not alter the sense of the arg«.m.ent. It is 
important to note, hdw©*rer, that th© inductive effect may 
result in a reversal of the energy order of the aeroth-
j ,1 
order eonfiguratlGns and A,4.,, 
C. Oscillator Strengths 
For tlie ease in which neither Ig^ nor of the pa-
fliis results froia the olaange of the natur© of the orbital 
rmre functions perturbation. The acimlxlng of substltuent 
orbital reduces fcfe® parent hydrocarbon contribution to the 
orbital, thu® reSucing tills repulsive ter»i without adding 
sMj compensatory term from the ©ubstituent orbital, A simi­
lar st.at®Bient ftpplle® to |H* , ^,1 aa comnared to IH , ^1. 
' a-b,-abi ' a-b,-ab' 
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rent lifdj:*ocarbo.ii is degenerate, on% can write for the f~ 
msjaber of the traasltion (44) s 
s: 2.170 X 10^^ % d¥)^, (5.7) 
•>« 
in ifMeii V is ia ea' and are the functions of equa-
tiOB (2,2). Using this ©qiiatlon to exxmnd equation (2.7), 
Oiite obtains! 
n»+l 
^ab = «al%lak! -
(3.B) 
in, wliicli tbss transition moment i^jj; la defined %m /ii? ik<av. 
In the ease that th© transition a-» to in the parent hydro-
carbori is allow®d (and th^r© is no accidental eancellation 
to make its spectroscopic niO!a©n.t unduly aaall) th© quantity 
^•aa^b^ab be the leading term in th© suiamation of equa­
tion (3.8)* fhla leads to an interesting approxlraate form-
la for th.® ratio- of th© oscillator strengths of substituted 
and parent liydrocaFtooas 
^ ^•aa^bb ^ (5.9) 
The ad¥antaga of ealciilating ratios of oscillator styengtlis 
shouM he especially noted# ?%lllksa and Hleke (44) have 
indloatet! the auecess of the use of a siraple aultiplicat.lv© 
correetlv# faetor on the f's. It Is obvloiis that anch a 
factor, aasiiasd tinohanged upon substitution, cancels out of 
swell a patio and need not be explicitly determined# 
If tliQ transition a - b in tlia parent hydrocarbon has a 
small transition laoaent, even though formally allowed, equa­
tion (3#9) breaks down, as tho off-diagonal spectroscopic 
sioaeats imst be talceii into account# Another somewhat lesa 
rigorous procedure, however, may be used to obtain good 
results# If Ci,k • x) Is ezpand-sd, thenS 
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The quantity may fe© considered as a vector R^, dl-
veated fpom the origin, to th© location of (for a limited 
aiiafe.er of cases, including tli© tt -orbital situation w© ar® 
considering)* Tlmn ^ Is e<3ual to , where 
is a veetor to tli© midpoint of the carbon-carbon bond 
13,-w , ati,ci is tlie ©orresponding overlap Integral, Prom 
the geoaetry of th.® hydrocarbon th© vectors and may 
be writtisn in teras of the distanc© between nearest carbon 
—^ ^ 
neiglibors Bj_g and the geometric vector qmantities Uy and » 
so that equation (,3.10) becomes! 
—1 ^ ,n 
®ik » ^ S ^ iu^ij^ify f* ^ {3»11) 
tl»l U#Co 
For tli€4 substituted hydroc,arboii, by an analogous argument, 
one can write: 
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rM. ^ i i. ^ 
s 2.170 X 10^^v\ J] D %iabk1 ^  ^ivPkix^xi 
® "-isl kal *• u«l 
s ^ lu'^ku^uu.^mto 1 ^ sl ^bkf^x^ 
ti*u, j M J 
ml 
^ ^hx ®*al •*" ®a3c%x /- ^x<3^3 
( 3 . 1 2 )  
1!ti.e tlir@e Integrals i a ' S ' o l T i n g  the aiibstitiient AO, m a y  
be broken down, in the following manner; 
J S  E x ( 3 , 1 3 a )  
fl^ J 
s 
xx*l 
^ ^kii ''' f(5.13b) 
t» J 
-635^ 
-> 
wh@r© is defined in tlie B&me way as , a vector to 
the aildpoint of tli# n-z bond and "?• Is a vector frora this 
point to tia.® center of change of the u-x bond. Now, if the 
traBsltion is polarized -perpendicular to the s-x bond, and. 
Rg35; are ssero. Hence th© Integral defined hj equation (3.13a) 
is :2«ro, and that defined by {3»13b) small. Writing"^ and 
as i%R3_g and resBectlvely, and assuming 
is only a small part of equation (3.12), as 
is usually the case, we laay approximat© eqiiation (3,12) by 
2 
an ©.repression homogeneous la K^g J 
1-1 
ftaiabi ^ ^iu^ku^i 
•u«l 
i+l ^ 2 2  
(3.14) 
•a*w 
«1 
This equation provides a oonvenient formula for 
tlia oscillator strength of the s'ubstit\it©d hydrocarbon. 
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If the transition In tlie parent hydrocarbon ia a for­
bidden one Ceithsr beeatis® of sjmsmtTj or accidentally), 
ILv m 0 aad the off-diagonal terms, C C stal'%k^ik* 
k+b 
determine th© oscillator strength.,. It should perhaps be 
©raphasiz-ed that wair® .ftmetions obtained by perturbation the­
ory methods seldom are adequate for this purpose, because the 
forbidden ease involves a large nuniber of small terms of the 
same ord®r of absolute magnitude, but witli varying signs. 
Inaccuracies la the wme fuOTtions in such a case can lead, 
to litrg© percentaga trrors in f. For th® case where 
is the doainating teria,. perturbation wave functions may be 
expected to do miesh better. 
If the transition in the hydrocarbon was forbidden by 
aecidftntal eancellation* substitution will In general re­
move the oaBcellation and increase the oscillator strength 
of the transition. On th© other hand, if f^^^ is large, the 
effect of substitiitlon tfill b® in general to decreas® the 
intensity. In latermediat© eases, the effect of substitu­
tion may be In either direction. 
If one has th@ .situation, considered in detail in the 
previous section, in which orbital degeneracy exists in the 
parent hydrocarbon but ia r^Kioved by subatltxitlon, then the 
f-nuiatoers of the substituted coiapounds will be direct func-
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tloas of the ©xclted stats mixing coefficients. It Is 
essential to take this Into aocotmt In such a computation. 
Hi© qualitative behavior is most easily ascertained by 
compitlng the oscillator strengths for the liniiting cases 
of no ©xcitsd state mixing and complet® excited state .tnix-
Ing (as i,n th© parent hydrocarbon) as a function of the 
resonance paraaeter of the substituent. The correct curve 
will approximate the no excited state jaixing curve for 
strong substituents, and the coaplete excited state mixing 
curve for weak substituents# In the particular situation 
lit -which the transition Is weak In the parent hydrocarbon 
because of cancellation of the transition moments due to 
cofflplet© and sjiaiBetrioal excited state mixing, the change 
in the amount of this mixing upon substitution may be the 
doainant factor in determining the Btagnitude of the oscil­
lator strength of the substltiited compound. The importance 
of this term will tee demonstrated In a quantitative calcu­
lation on b@nf<en© in a forthcoming chapter. 
•k'. 
For the degenerate case, the transition moments correspond­
ing to the seroth-order excited states belonging to the same 
irredueible representation of Qgt iaa®t b® exactly equal in 
magnitude. This require® thvut therct exist one forbidden and 
one, allowed (if the transition moments are non-zero/ transi­
tion for each of the two irreducible representations of G2 
given in equation 15.2), Since the forbidden transition ari-
803 from the cancellation of equal but opposite transition 
moments,, any change in excited state mixing removes the for-
blddance, even if the transition moments remain unchanged. 
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The Incliictive effect, in general, influences fhe coef­
ficients &ii f frhm*e 1 or J . or botb, refer to levels high 
in energy eorapared to more than the resonance effect, 
Ihls tends to affect the off-cli&gonal elements in the oscil­
lator strength expression, so that induetiv© interaction is 
•more effectit® in reaoving forbiddenriesB of a transition 
than resonanes interaction. It is possible for a combina­
tion of resQnance and inductive effects to produce an acci­
d e n t a l l y  f o r b i d d e n  t r a n s i t i o n *  T h i s  m a y  h a p p e n  \ f h e n  0 .  
On the other hand, if Sa,<. 0, th© induGti*tfe and resonance 
effect® will act on the Intensities in the same direction. 
Finally, on® should mention tliat the present treatment 
carniot of Itself gitre a, eoni?lnclng Interpretation of the 
intensities of electronic spectra (in coraaon with ora-vious 
treatment) inasiatch as it does not treat the effects of 
vibrational psrtxirhatlons upon the intensities. Ihis is a 
particularlf troublesome factor in comparing calculated 
with expei'imental inters.® 1 ties, and, unfortunately, no treat-
sent of this factor seems adequate at the present tiiae# 
.D» Assignaent of transitions Ihrough Substitution 
On® of the .most interesting and valuable uses that a 
theory of sti^festitutloa can fee put to, is asaigmient of 
trans-itioas in, the parent hydrooat'bon. Both the energy 
s'hlfts and oscillator strengtlis may be ussd for this pur­
pose, wlt'a the aslvaiitage tfeat sharp and plentiful ban.d 
s'jBtmm are not absolutslf necesaary, aa in vibrational 
mmljs&B, althougli must be taken in assessing vibra­
tional perturbations. 
la the ealomlatioa of transition energies in hydro­
carbons, configuration interaction iQl) has shotvn itself 
to be an important factor in obtaining close agreement of 
tfeeopefcioally eoapmt^d^ with observed levels. It is reason­
able to assuiae tliat on substittitlon, th® CI does not change 
radically, and lience, aa long as energy shifts are calculated, 
is a factor of lauch less Importance. A serai-quantitative 
treatment aiay hov^evsr b© Instructive# Consider two levels 
of th® sata# symetrys and We as suae now that the 
€I is known for the parent hydrocarbon, Tlie shift in excited 
state energies including CI, A K , is approximately: 
H«re ve mean interactions between non-degenerate levels in 
th© parent hydrocarbon. These are hi^er-order effects 
tfhich are not as radically affected by substitution as th© 
excited ®tate mixing of aection B, 
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B'ib » Elb - ab E, ab 
( /''ab -Is 
®ab "• ^cd 
( / x  ab J3M ed dv) 
<b - '4^ 
Csas) 
wltli a similar expression for # Th© Integral 
/Xat ^  Xcl/ ofv may be expanded out straightforwardly 
t 
in tersis of integrals of the form , and its trend for 
a series of subatituents ascertained, by tlie remarks mad© in 
II F. In this -way, at least tia® direction of the change in 
CI on going to the substituted hydroearbon can b© ascertained 
without detailed csloulatioB. Siacli knowlecige is frequently 
smfficient to laak© a positive statement about the transi­
tion asssigniaeiit. A similar line of reasoning can be applied 
to tlie oscillator areiigths. 
It i s  also clear that substituents which are prlniari-
Ij indtiCtlTe or pplmarily i^eaonance-active eaase a tx-ansitlon 
to beltane in different ways, and different oi'lentations of 
siibsfcituents , as f/ell m T>olysubstltiation, provide addi-
tlonal iaroortaB-t information, intlaatslj tied up with the 
sfmietry properties of transitioas, (See reference (25) for 
an example,) 
S. Properties of the G-round Stat© 
Bi© properties of tli© grotincl state which ar® natjally 
of iaterest to the eheislst are: deloeallaatlon energies, 
eharge <l.0:asities, band orders and dipol© isomeiits. Tha 
computation of tli#se quantities by the ©mplrlcal method 
have been eonsidered in msMj of Its subtle facets in a 
eoi-apreiiansive series of papera by Slulllken, Goulson and 
Lon|pi,©t-Biggias •. ®© therefor© ooaflne ourselves lisire to 
reiaarks on tii@ ealeiilatloa of ©xcess <a.eloeallz;ation ener­
gies through tlie \XBB of orbital energies deterislTied by the 
modified sQiai-isiiipirioal mathod^ and on the calculation of 
7T -©lactron dipole isoraeata. 
concept of delocalization energy in tlie LCAO meth­
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od infol-vm tlie dlfferene© In energy of the Qleetrons as­
signed to loealizad (tw0-oent€5r) and the best delocallzed 
{laany-ctnter) MO's# In tii© J icsthod, one selects as the 
aerotii-order set of orbltals th© "best n-center LCAO MO's 
obtainable,, for tlie groups under Interaction# It then 
see'ias reetSOBabl© to think of the diffeTQUce in energy of the 
el€j0trons assigned to tho 2:©ro.th-ord©r MO*s and tb.® best 
LCMO IIO's, as the ©xeess ctelocallzetj.on energy of the TT-
©Isctron systeia* Slrice im are assocJlatlriE o\ir orbital ener* 
giss with SCF Qiiantltiea# tbe dlaetisaion in Iftillikon and 
Parr (45) applias, and an orthonor^ialized set of orbitala 
wast be used as tli© r&termoo state, Th® excess deloeali-
sation Quergf is tliens 
a%g » . 4) - {e| ig) 
(5,16) 
tylier© * is txie ground state snergj of the sirtvst:!tij.ted hy-
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drocarboii, the energy of tlie reference state, and E® 
and 1® are the correspondlni hydrocarbon quantities. T'h® 
first term on the rlg^ht Is Jiiat the differe.nce in orbital 
energies betwoen the two co''»poiincls, and. th© second term Is 
the dlffersncs In orthogo'fialleatioB energies. This latter 
term is not necessarily aero; hence, to calculate the 
excess delocalisation energy, the difference in orbital 
I*" 
enorgies must be aupplemerited by this quantity. 
A few remarks about 7T -electron moments will now be 
appended. In the i»CKO awsthofi, the dipole moment integral 
msy b® broken down as followsi 
f . /TCgJXgdv -
4* ^ J (3.17) 
'H' It' 
Th© iBiportant woint is that both Eg and EQ are determined 
in terms of * Hence, frosi a sp«^ctroscopic parameter, 
"true" resonaac® «ii©rgies oan be determined, provided the 
orthogonaliaatioa energies are taken into accotmt. Contrast 
this with the eonventional seai-enipirical method in which 
pesoiiano© energies deterained froai spectroscopic P 's are 
not equal to those determined from ground state P 's, and do 
not represent a "true" resonance energy (45), I'hough we de­
veloped this tram the excess delocalization energy of a sub­
stituted hydrocarbon, exactly similar reasoning holds for 
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Iii fcha special Cvg,s6 that tli© tijdrocarboii possesses a een-
tey of sy-flffiietfys j « 0 for each 1, and 
In equation (3»17), the first set of terms over h3?-<:lrocarbon 
orbitals corresponds to a tt -electron moment in the hydro™ 
earbon part of tia© fiiolecul©, produc-ad by the^ perturbed, 
oliarg® diati'lbution* Si© second terni is just a vector to 
the sttbstitiient It i© Just these terisa that Matsen 
aad Jaffa {6,21} Imve ©saentlally attributed to the "reso­
nance Boraent** in substituted benz@*i©s. Plainly, hovfever, 
terms lavolving f left over, These reduc® 
Tlie sarae kind of renarks that applleci to oscillator 
strengths appl^ tier® i,©,, if the hydrocarbon mojs^nt 
Bq is large, the off-diagonal terms way safely be neglec-
—^ 
tedj If Rq is 2;ero, tiiey generally cannot b® neglected. 
In any case, it is clear that the procedure of taking t'ls 
CCoatlmed from pag® 71) the delocaliaation anergy of the 
hydroearbon. 
(3.18) 
in a first approximation to 
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differenc© between, dipole aoaeata of a siibstlttitsd hjdro-
carbon and tlie corresponding alkyl compound will not can­
cel out, tlie. substitueat hyti^acarbon Interaction terns, and 
;ixenee, tals difference does not directly detersiine th.© 
resonance aoiaent* 
F. Conjugated Substitiients 
In t'h,e j>r©c®ding sections, we haTe tacitly assumed that 
the aiibstltiitnt interacts with the TT -electron system of 
th© hydrocarbon through a single orbital. This 1B tanta-
mownt to regarding the substitnent as possessing a lone 
pair# e»g#, a halogen# If, now, formally conjugated sub-
stitttents are eonsideredjt De^mr's approach (2) may again 
b© utilised at t.h« outset. If th® substitnent possesses 
M eoiijugated atoaa, the rsaultiag secular equation will be 
of (!l>l)th ordei% All the preceding considerations can b© 
readily extended to this more general case (in effect, 
closed shell Ion® pair substituents represent the case 
1 » 1)| however, two considerations outside of additional 
complexity may mak® theoretical considerations less relia-
blaf la) fhe possibility of tran.sltions between hydro­
carbon and substitiient orbitals may lead to a number of 
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degeTOraelts or near dsgeatraelet bstweem the various con-
figtiration ©nsrgiss* Cb) greater mmh&v of transitions 
pdssibl® say Itai to a elmttered spectrua, making Interpre­
tation less 0@rtaln.* fli« first eonslderatlon means that 
for rellahl® results,. 01 in th© substituted hydrocarbon 
iMj be A a#c®asity» ted sine® some of the transitions do 
not tisift in the parent hydroearbon, • absolute energies 
rii.th®r than shiftsp and the absoMts aiaomt of GI rather 
than the shift in Oljf'wst b© ©aleulat®d» Similar remarks 
applj to th® Of €5 ilia tor strangtlis iher® absolut® values 
rather than relative ones imy bo required, Th© second 
eonaideration laay mean that th# spectrum is difftas© and 
hmm uaroliabl## both with regard to assignBsent and as 
a sotir## of transition energies* 
0,' Poljsubstlttttion 
This seetion presents a brief swmmrf of aspects 
•{na«d®d in the following s®.etioiis) of a coKprohonsiv® treat­
ment of polj^ubstitution which will be published elsewhere 
(46)« w© consider a series of aubstltuenta, Xj_, Xg, , 
not n®oesgarllf identical, attached to th© hydrocarbon 
at carbon atoias Sg, th®n.s 
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1+n 
5. = s aij 
1«1 
(3.19) 
wiiere (j » 1 N| are hydrocarbon MO's and 
to aiibstittient AO's, 1?b,e total Haiailtonian for 
a polysubstitrated hydroearbon maj be written as follows? 
due to tfee substitment %,s re-presents additional elec­
tron interaction fceiniis which arise froai the additional per­
turbation of the charge distrlbtAtion in the hydrocarbon 
part of tlie isslecule* It depends of course on the nature 
-and orientation of the substituent®. 
fhe exact form and fjolutions of the secular equation 
and th« rols of s-jniimetrj -ar© discussed in (46)» Here, we 
utilize second.-OT'der perturbation the-orjr soltitioris, which 
are eqiaiiralesit to the first-order ones, using the 
8 = 1  -  ( n - l ) a °  +  h | , s 
-e ^ 4.91 
(3.20) 
is the total Hajailtoni-an for the 
Mono substituted hydrocarbon R - is the pertiirbation 
.7A.-
(sonosnbst/ituted hydrooai*feon wrv« .fanetIons) as aerotb-
orddr fimctioas. fh© matrix elenw-Tts ar®* 
JA A r -S'.|If fjdv a e" a ^ 5? A ej + J ^ *" Ji S X 
^ Vsji^a H>x;^dv s ex|j s ®Xk3^k • ^ ^ 
(3*21) 
m'here Aej = and ^®X|j - ®x "" ' ®j'* 
®x Just tb-a orbital energLlss of the inonosnbstltuted 
hydrocarbon, H - , give by equation (2.9). Terras involv­
ing interactions between different substituents disappear 
in. this approxiraation, but thej^ ar# iamaterlal for the 
discussion which follows. Squatlon {3.21) shows that the 
orbital ©nergiss of tJaa polysubstituted hydrocarbon %»;ould 
b© just t!i-;3 Slim of tlis perturbations due to each substitu-
«nt, except for the terra involving H«, The magnitude of 
this last terra depends xmon the rearrangem^-nt of the elec­
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tron distribution In the hydrocarbon, and lienc© on the 
degree of substltueat-hydrocarboa Interaction* W@ can 
state this conclusion in th© following xmji In an empiri­
cal molecular orbital theory, the orbital energies and ?mve 
functions of a polyaiibstituted molecule having a dclocalised 
electron Bj&t&m., eamot b© obtained as a sum of perturbations 
derived from empirical data on monosiibstituted molecules# 
This statement Is not dependent iipon th© use of perturba-^ 
tion t"heory« but applies to exact solutions of the secular 
equation.* (Heneefortltt the term "perturbation treatment" 
will iiaply th© ©xact ®olutlons of th© secular ©qnation 
with, tb-© perturbation tjpm Hasiiltonian of 3#20,) This 
v®rj proce-diir# lias been used fre^ti©ntlj# and its success 
liingts iipoa th© iubstitiients having little effect on the 
electron distribution in tli® parent part of th© molecule. 
Tlie saa© sort of result aay be obtained for the SCP 
orbital energies in the polysubstltwted hydrocarbon* They 
may be written! 
®1 » % + E °(2JaJ - <j) + ^  (ajL - Kj, ) , 
j 4.S1 -t 
(3,22) 
whore tb.e doubly primed j.ntegre.ls are over polysv.bstitu.ted 
liydrocarbosi 'rave functions. Since tlie values of the in-
•> 'Is In equation (3.28) have no f31rect relation to the 
copi^®sponding integrals of the corresponding expression 
tor iflonosubstltuted hydrocarbons, poly substituted SC.P 
•©nopgles ?3a::)5 not b© determined bj perturbatio.a t.b,8orT 
from raonosubstitiited SCP energies. It is clear tliat any 
excitation process will involve electron interaction terms 
deteriaindd by trie polysubstituted mme functions, so that 
siren if t'tics orbital energies can be considered additive, 
the axcitation energies are not ( except for the limiting 
case of "weak" substituents, for which, both orbital ener­
gies and ©xcitatlo.n energies are addit3,ve). 
One asks, at thie point, how these difficulties can 
be circuiTWented so that the empirical param?^t©rs obtained 
from rnonosubstitiitei hydrocarbons can be used to predict 
the polysubstituted levels. It is clear that the funda-
raental problem is to dotermim the orbital energies, as 
these, will determine the wmm functions from •^hich the 
electron interaction .integrals are calculated* A detailed 
aecount of this procedure is given in reference (46), and 
',¥0 itill outline only briefly three approaches discusaed 
there # 
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1, Validity of perturbation treatxnent Is, to a good 
appi'oxlraation (for orbital energies), equivalent tos 
where the superscript x indicates that Integration is per­
formed using wave functions of the monosubstituted hydro­
carbon B - • As noted above, ©vea if this Is satisfied, 
the transition energies are in general still not additive• 
2, Th© Ionization potantlal and one €?xcltation energy 
of polymibstltuted hydrocarbons ar© predicted by a perturba­
tion tx^eatiOBst of the? orbital energies, using paraaieters 
obtained from ntonoaubstituted. hydrocarbons • Any discrepan­
cies between the predicted and observed values are absorbed 
in new hydrocarbon and. values, a different set being 
r®q«ir0cl. in general for each orientation of the snbstitiients. 
This -proeedare automatically Includes the part of th# 
Hamiltonian, and the elsotronic properties of th© poljr^ub-
stltiifced hydroc.-arbon may now be predicted. Such a predic­
tion, hOTS-ever, my not be very iis©f«.l. 
n n 
(3.23) 
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•3, Tliis method is a comproalE© p>roc€'Cliir© which, 
tlieorefcically and praetlcsllj, seems the most T)ro'm53lng, 
We start out in a similar maimer as above, btit predict 
crnlT fhe espectra of Identieally dlsiibstitrated, hydrocarbons 
for saoh ijossible orientation. 'The discrepancy- betwosn 
prediction and experiment is now removed by a set of ^ 
isfeieh is assigned for all the hjdrocai'bon atoms , for 
each siabetltiisnt X * In this way« a set of may be 
associated- with ©acli substltuent. Introduction of two or 
more substittients recplree aclaition of t'ne <Jl^ ^ , at ®ach 
atoai position# In order to justify this procedure, con­
sider the cor® Hamiltoniatt for the hydrocarbons 
where rcifers to the potential of the neutral hydrogen 
», f 4. TjJ + Z' < f S , ,cor0 
wsu 
(9.24) 
v%tora.s, and to the potential of a carbon-plus-ion given 
by the G-oeppert-Mayer^Sklar assumption (13), as: 
(3.25) 
Tilese the well-lmo^-Tn axoression for tlie core energy 
of a TT -electron on atoKi 
o 
'Ll =  f  A " •  ^  | ^ ( u u ; w )  -  ( G ^ < 5 f : u u ^  y '"' tsrifcii w n
si 
f S m^tirn) , (5.26) 
r 
la a !?ionosiib5tit'ited hydrocarbon, the charge density on 
carboQ atom u may be tak.©:a as Qu* where Q | 1. Then Q 
ti-Bies the interaction energy of one electron roust be sub­
tracted: from the nuclear field energy to yield the potential 
+0 
of a G ^ Ion'. 
tJ, (3.27) 
.tliat Is to saj, if tlis oharga density on w is less than or 
msr© tha:n, unity, we remove less than or more than one elec-
troiij r*©spectiv©ry, in order to lea\''e a neutral carbon core. 
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•Bia core erief^T of a TT -slectroa on atom u then bseomss: 
^1 
<7( Y S '% - Yj - S {TS.plmi) - ^ Q^t-uxisww) 
wssit r will 
=X 
+ (1 - Q^)(liu!uu) 
(3*23) 
If we defiae H ^  ^ 1 " ^  » theni 
oty » oC - 2 A^fCmulww)* (3.29) 
wal 
This lasli SUIJI IS the theoretical counterpart of <5^ j 
and as a first approximation, ^ may be considered addi­
tive for eacli substitution, whicli is tantamount to adding 
the <5^ 4,, "Hils also suggasts that the ratios of the 
various A 3iay he deteri-nined as th© yatj.os of the • 
1 rcfinsraent may also be made in th.e carbon-carbon exchange 
integrals, using rather sii:iilar reasoning. This is dla-
eussefi ia detail in refercinc-^ (46). 
"Sa­
il. ri—>7r "rAn£;5.tlons 
We hme restricted ourselves to transitions b©tiT©en 
the delocalisecl TT orbitals of tli® conjugated system. 
Ho¥rev€J.r, another set of triinsitions is possible in a sub­
stituted. hydrocarbon, provicle4 the substltuent possesses 
an oeoupied non-bonding orbital. Such a possibility exists 
for siibstitiieats feftvlng local!a©d ^ oi^toltals* Heretofor© 
we have cangidei»®ii ©leotroas falling in this category as 
part of tb.® "cor®" of the aubstituent, but now w© ©xplicit-
ly Includ© thenj iia the ground, state eonfiguratlon. and 
are the no,ii-boiadl.ng ^ orbitals (Including spin) parallel 
ami perpendicular to the O-X bond respeetively# There are 
then tifo tjpes of n-* 7^ transitions possibloJ ri^ —? ^  and 
the ©iiergies of which are given by: 
= Bb - - (j;,, - 4^) t (S.30) 
Frow. th.ls polat on, the syiitbol n will rsprssent either or 
©xcept where It 5.s necessary to distinguish between them. 
The orbital energy 0^ is given by J 
% * " ^ 1^ "* ^nii " % (3.31) 
* X 
file eorc; en,.5i*ST, 11^^, may siaiplj be obtained from: 
14^1 
Hn = Wn - S? fu^nu- (S-3Si 
lisl 
wher-e Wp is a valence state ionization potential, and 
tb.® 77" charge density of atom u. Because of the very simple 
form of tli© «!i:pyessloo-s Involved, A'*') and m&j be readily 
ealcwiatei from equations (3,31) and C5.S2), the only ainbig-
nous tersi. being (xsbieh 1? Imown at least approxirtiately 
in most cases). %i f\j obtained frosi the 
aodlfisd '.rica'l ppoeedttre.* It Ib convenient, howevex', 
to i?i:tsr-pj'et these rel??-tio:ns in. tssrnig of the semi-empdrical 
quantities of section. 1 of Chapter £• Hie semi-empirical 
0^ ? jt, 
®n Si"yari bj t -f » wliei-e .a is due 
t© the j^'sdiatfibutlon of charge in tbe hydrocarbon part of 
tb.e aolecitle. Tli© e.mp.lric.ftl quantity <J~ is defined by 
oC f = H , assujfling H„ and maj be taken approx-
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lmat©ly e-i^ial to aad 11^, respectively, it follows 
that o< f <f(5 ~ Ir order to dra^ crual-
itatiVG oonclusions easily, w@ jiiake important ainrnlifica-
tions whlolTt W0P0 .not possible for TT — If transitions. An 
approsriuate for..a of efiliation (5,31) is obtained through 
replace-ifteiili of ©j^ by tlie seiJii-eKplrical expression ^ i-<rp , 
assyiairig i&i negligible;''^ and utili2;ing » 
and < J^iX tlie ri—^TT transition energy 
"becoBiss, to a first approximation, 
3-3 E s f cr(5 J . ' (3.33) 
Ttiree int ores ting conclusions can be drawn. These are: 
1* For any sei^iea of subntitu-'-nts, for whieh the reso­
nance effect varies widely, varies much less than and 
hence, is roughlj proportional to for not too s;aall val­
ues of <r • As the resonance Interaction of substitnent and 
hydrocarbon increases, cT becomes ainaller in itmgnitade and 
th© n-^TT transition ener^jy (locrsasos. Tl'iis red shift in 
«• 
fhis is valid when intsraction between substittient and hy­
d r o c a r b o n  i s  s m a l l ,  a s  t h a n  < f  i s  l a r g e  a n d  ( I I ™ )  l a  
small. 
the XI—^TT transition energies In any series of substitu-
ents of Increasing resonance effect^ be verj mch 
greater tliaa th© c opt es pond in,;?; red. shift of the n-^7r tran-
slt5.0tis. Indeed, this greater dependence upon ^ .makes 
n-^/r transitions a better source of this empirical pareuri©t~ 
er than 7r-/r ones, 'flaese e,ffects liave been discussed for 
the ease of aubstitnted benzenes (47), 
2, The »iijglet»triplet splitting of n-9 TT states will 
vary widelj,. det>eBding iroon the degi^ee of lnt©r.actlon, o.f 
the siibstltiient with tbe hjarocarbon* In the ll)ti,ltins«: case 
of no interaction, wltli the hydrocarbon, the singlet and 
triplet levels will very nearly be degenerate# As this 
splitting ia proportional to for all but very large 
iateraetions, the singlet-triplet splitting will be smaller 
than for TT-^ state.s/'^ This is the obaerved situation 
{48). 
5. In. ease there exists e,xcited, 77" states of the same 
S".mim0try as the n states, the interaction Integrals between 
these states can b® e,xpect©.l to be smaller than 
Kasha, in reference (48), has suggested that there itay be 
greater SB.in-orbit cot^pling .-for nor?.«bonding electrons than 
for TT -electrons, fvhich would also i:>red.ict less S-T seuara-
tton n~w states th«sn for TT—Tf states. .Hov?ever, we 
note t t| Kjj^l is fT»rr.?#»ntlj < See e<|uation (3.35). 
interaction integrals. 
One of th-:; most iuterestlrig properties of n-^lT 
transitions la its belmvlor tipoii further substitution. 
As it is quit© dlifsrent frora that of TT—TJ transitions, 
it should be Oi value in separating and identifying the 
two types of transitions. In the followisag we asaucio 
that the substituents are not ortho to each otHof• Under 
this condition, we can write as tlie analogue of equation 
(3.33) for the shift in energy oC the a^TT traiisitlon 
wpon substitution: 
A'^E s e|j - ©'53 - 0®-bx^ " 
(3.34) 
where th^ primed miaBtitles are for th© poljBubstituted 
hydrocarbon. Tiie changes that and undergo for dif­
ferent types of siihstituents are s^immeriaed "below: 
I. For additional resonance interaction moves to 
higher energies than and 1 J < * 
2. For an iaductivo effect which petuoves cliar^f:' fi'om 
tlie iiydrocarbon > 0), is lowered relative to and 
I I > I I • 
3. For tla-B opposite iucluctive effect (c^<0), e-^ ia 
raised aaci ) < 1%^I* 
Since Jyyj >> ^ 
following tiibl© may b© cons true ted 5 
Table 7, Coinparisoa of a-9/r and tt — tt transition energy 
shifts upon polysnbstitution 
Type of bitiiest-
Hjdroeai'J 0 
Interactxoii-
Preciicted S:aei';s;y Shift 
Ti-^rr rr-TT 
Predicted Shift 
in n—^ TT S-T 
Splitting -
( A'E^- JS^S'") 
R onlj bltie red red 
I only rsd red or blue blue 
bill© bin© or red red 
1(D) KB) or R{D) I{D) 
a* )ols aye the saine as in Table 6. 
b.. Ifeese ar© for a general 'hjAroeapbon,. If alternant, and 
it tlie sii'bsti'.i tus are "weak," the ahifts in the 
transits on. en'-r"* is small; tlae n^vr shifts, thou;^. 
«,qo^ 
i'inee the s'hift in the 0ner;:c: of a 7T—77 transition 
depends •ar>on, tlie df ffererict! in shifts of t^o lovalc "ydch 
aro affooted bj- substitistloa in r-iach the sane v;av, in 
gcsneralj, v, — y7 shifts upon sutostltutian v/ill "be greater 
than TT—7^ shifts, "'his is not ueccsGarily tz'ue, however, 
sincc til© caae of > 0 opposes the resonance effect Ixi 
n —;7 *s 'but can. aid the resonance effect in rr—TT *s. It 
is intepestiruf, to consider tiie splitting between the sin­
glet aaci feripl€)t levels upon siabstitution. For qualitative 
piji'poses, tilts is: 
'3 - % s • (3.35) 
The entries in the fourth coluam of Table 7 ware conetruc-
ted from this relation* It is clear fi-'oa Table 7 t'iiat the 
difforfsrit betiavior-s of taa tvjo t^pos of transitions, upon 
siibstltutiou and with tiie use of taa fsolYent eff':;cta forrau-
latsd by Kasha (52) sl'iould aj-low assij;:j:jiaorit bot'c^eea tiieai. 
COontlmied from page '^-B) 
indep^mderrb of tht. ox hydrooax'ton, 
c. ( ^  E** - ref'-ra to the shift in the separation of 
the singlet and triolet exelted states. 
d. {.D) iridisates that whatever effect precedes it is th© 
doailnatlng one. 
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111 3n®cirs'L €'ja.5'e tlifii'O i" a siibstituerilj 
ortho to the substltu<^i!n*- from «fiich the n arisen, the 
affect on e,,, will be expressed through an extra substituent-
siibstituent Interaction, terra; 
(Vt * TJ •'! 2 
t!ie of i (T " <f^ ) determinlriP- ithetber is lowered or 
•raised. In sxtr given ease, th?,s can be ImmedlatelT aseer-
We now turn to the oscillator atrengths. It is clear 
that since tbe yf state is antlsjrfflnetric to reflection in 
the plane of the solecrile, all n~p Jf transitions imist be 
polarized tjerpendicularly to the molecular plane. The 
oscillator strength of the transition rx-^h is: 
n fc SS 2C1.085 X 10^^)1/ ( f nZf}yd-v) ^ (3,36) 
. N 
E^r-OGnslon of VJ to %i #• 3:^ reducss the oscilla-
1«1 
-9a« 
tor strengtli Integral to Integration over hydrocarbon orbi-
tali aino@ J* » 0 on s^naaetry grounds• To a good 
a.ppr0xirafttioii.i tlio integral nZj^gdv Is the dominating 
terya, hsBC© 
^ S 2,170 X IC^Xf f ^ » (3.37) 
Isl 
Both, and tiy transitions ar© fomally allowed, btit 
there is a great; difference In the Intensities, For the 
integral ^  .iB forbidden, while ^  n^Z^^dv is not# 
fbis moans that the leading terms in transitions of the 
type ny'bp eome® fro® th© integrals ^  which 
•ar© wach smiley than the ones iiwolving n^ and Hence 
til® oscillator streiiii,tli of transitions arising from n,,., are 
iraich smaller than thoise arising from Hx {47), Tlie n-TT 
(unlike th® ThTT } oscillator strength is quite Insensitive 
to th© degree of substituent-hydrooarbon interaction* How-
&rQT$ f will b® a marked f\inetion of th© electronegativity 
of X as m»«ll as the nature of the non-bonding orbital (47), 
It will he recalled that tli® effect of polysubstitu-
tion on tr-TT oscillator strengths is extremely orienta-
tion»fi«pendent» and produces appreciable change in f« If 
add n ;:;scor;d substituv^ntj the 'ic'ual effect Is to lovfer 
sll Eh-'r 33.VC... - {~-) ' ' =-'•' 
sln.co i.£ usually not lowsred., tho substltTient 
effect or: n —tt oacillator 3trsns.;tiis will be only a slight 
chanae In 1 rite'1.3 i bv*. ITor conc^iaex' n subs fcitti^^nts identical 
to the or\lr;i":"'.l '-'i—Tr "emitbar," It is easily eao-im that 
the oscillator s'tresigtli r-atJ.o is rio'if jfpoXy/^i'iono*^ (i^) * 
Hence tri-5 inteassity 3s inci^eased by a factor rxoarly equal 
to ;a« 7hia icirid of result, of co'arso, iy cojaplfrtcly dlf-
feront fr'oi:- 'TT—'n' intensity effectsj and suggosta that a 
•trealc n—tr band say be fovMd by "loading up" the nioiecule 
with, iia,onticaX stibstituf:):ntc. Just an i:?' the caso of TT-TT 
speetra? sterlG iiirs'ance will affoct tlie intensities and 
tfmsitloa energies of an n—TT band, but In radically 
diffcr-cnt ways (46), etiK.i^esting that th^^eci traaaitlov-s 
in&y be i:isef^il foy ealenlatl'^ig t-v^ict -^.Tt^len, 
Kasha (32) and NcComiell (49) hni/e elegantly e'low 
tbfit ri — TT t'ran,sitio:ns tindera bliiA shift i?-; r.n acidic 
eolverit* This Is eqiaival^Bt to sayiny that if solvent B 
is fflore acidic than solirent it ^111 ti? i?,r) th-=? n elec­
trons '•'WT<t thfttt A; bene ft > W„(A}, or cTg ^ ^  • » 
if the a orbltals of a substitiieyit ari; solv«nt-sta-
bilisecl, in effaet, vm pull cbargs off X and raise 2, 
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that th© TT Qj»bltal on X "sees*" fhls change of may 
b© ©xpeeted to cattse ) of the substltuent to cliange. 
Writing in tet'ffis of Ifjr^ ^ as follows: 
S -A- jj[U;^SXIs} - (XKSXS) - (assxs) {TJgSXS) -
(3*38) 
the effect of ralsine 2^ff is to iner©ase and 
(%i») , and. decrease Sg^ , but { x x i x b )  may eltlaer 
iaerease or deor0a.se, sine© there are two opposing factors; 
an inereas® in tli© rapulsion of 1 for X, and a decrease in 
the repulsion of I for S. (sssxs) vtill be affected only 
slightljl feenes the dl.r®ctiori of ehange of with an 
incrsas® in Z eaanot be asoertained in general. But this 
raises the possibility of blue shifts of 7r-ir transitions 
upon aeldifio&tion, although these should be of imich smal­
ler aagnituii© tlmn th© oorreaponding n—TT shifts, since 
trie «ffeet must b« trans».ltt«el by a ehang© in:--the same 
clirectionl in both the ©zeited and ths ground state orbital 
©iiergles., and ths e.hang® of is itself a second-order 
©ffeet# 'Ihe effect on intensities would follow that pre-
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dleted by clianglng th© mixing of fh® stibstitaiisnt orbital 
witli hfdFoeafbOfi 7T ox^toitals*. This kind of mechanism would 
predict littl® or ao If-l/ sol"r©nt effects for such sub-
stltiients as «I|CHg)g (with no n electrons) but apprecia­
ble effects ifitli, saj, the halogens# 
I# fransltlons 
Biere is still another transition which can talc© place 
in substituted hydrocarbons, tout not in th© parent hydro­
carbon. fhis is the perpendicular type (to roolecular 
plan«) transition charact«ris8®d hj Mulliken as 1-Q (57). 
In actualitj,. there are two transitions possible which fall 
under tliia elasslfioatioK. (The n —/T transitions of the 
precsdlng section are also a special I-Q, type.) W@ can 
imagine tifo M-Q, processes taking place'. V~-i> ^ and n-^7" , 
wh«r@ 9" refers to a bonding orbital in th© G-X bond, and 
"SF 
^ arises fro® ©citation of the C-X bond. This second 
type of transition hae b©©n treated by lulliken in alkyl 
halides and mixed halogen® C55*56,57)i. As a rul®, process 
{'&} will repreiSent a rather high ©nergj ©xcitationj hence, 
th© transitions obserTed in practice are type (b)« It is 
cleai' that this transition involves only localised or semi-
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localized (T tyjm orbital©, and h®ace, to a first apijroxl-
matlon, amy talc^ii liid©p©Bd®nt of the W -electron ajstem 
of the aoleciil®. If for some substittaent th®r® exists 
an S-Q traasltloii of type (fe), fiirther non-ortTio substitu­
tion of th® hydrooarbon shoiild shift the TT-TT (and n-TT ) 
apeetra "but leaT© the 1-Q transition unchanged. In this 
way, the transitlens may be identified# and if theiy overlap 
they can b© Biade to separate by polys^ibstitutlon. And It 
can be showa that the 1-Q transition aay shift either to 
the red or to the blue, depending upon th© ©lectronegativl-
ty of th© @iibstitu©.iiits» 
—96"» 
!?• MOIQSUBSfl'TOfED BE1211SSS SMPIRICIL PAHAfilETSRS 
A, Introduction 
©10 purpose of this chapter is to consider rather criti-
eallj til® efal-aatlon of the eaplrleal parameter® defined In 
Chapter II, for substituted feenseKtes. This is carried out 
la a auMber- of approximations, go that an tinderstanding 
of their sigaifi©ance may h& obtained. In addition, prior 
calemlations on substituted bensenes are orlticttlly con­
sidered. 
In a way, b©as;©B« is th® Jiiost dlfflctalt hydrocarbon on 
tfhich to apply a theory of substitution, because of th© 
aRiltlfJl® degeneracies., which leads to a large number of 
interaction, integrals. On the other hand. It has several 
desirable featuress all carbons are equivalent, a large 
aaonfit of exp®r.im®atal data has been gathered on benzene 
and its derlvati-ves, ancl tli® very property that introduces 
th© complexity leads to a number of interesting features 
not found in hydrocarbons of lower syuBnetry# 
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B. Wave Punetlons 
For tlM? b©aa©n.© !IO*s iitilla© the funetlons listed 
in Table S# It p3?0T©s aor® ©omrdnient, in considering 
substituted. hennen&Bs to utllla® tJi® real fopir!,s of these 
MQ*s thtan the gilt@pyiatlTe imaglnar-y ftmctions. The func­
tions are Identioal to those used by Sklar (4) and Matsen 
C6)j, ©xeept for th@ nomalissing coBStants, For ooaveniene© 
ne also inelmd© in fable 8 an orbital, on a substituent 
adjatsnt to the ring. The ar© taken, as TT AO's. It 
aJiould be not#d that fable S corrects a mmber of tbe ir-
3 ! » e d u o i b l ®  r t p r e s f t a t a t i o n s  l i s t © ^  b y  S a t s e n  ( 6 ) ,  
W® .ahall find, it n©e©ssary in the following sections 
to utilia© tfe® oonflgttratlonal v/ave functions of substitu­
ted beat ©at© and mndai'Stand tbelr correspondence to those 
in beasen® itself. Th® complex form of the benaen® func­
tions ar® giireii. In CIS), and their real counterparts may 
b© obtain@4 by substitutiB.g in th# properly antisymmetrized 
coafig-ttratioiial wa^e functions, the r®al orbitals in tanas 
of th# eo»i|3l®x ones. Th® re&l form ar© tabulated with 
their spsmetry properties in fable 5» 
w90«. 
fable 8. forms and Irreducible representations of 
"benzane MO*s 
a 10's SjEirnetry 
B6h C2V^ DEli® 
la ® Cl^ +/ -'Jl^ )/(6 
T ** 
*»jf «• Fy 
1 g 3 4 .5 6 
A2u B2 Bgu 
llg A2 Big 
Elg B2 B3g 
E2u A2 Au 
Igu Bg B2u 
B2g B2 B3g 
• • • B2 « « • 
a« We take thm Z axis through atoms 1 and 4, and the Y axis 
perpeMietilar to tlie rlag# fh® substituent is regarded 
as being attaehsd to atom 1, 
b, Irrsd^eitole represeBtatlon for the subgrou'D CSV of D6h, 
c* Irredmeitol© r®pr©sentat5.oa for the subgroup D2h of D6h, 
fabl© t, Coafiiiarational waire functions for 
mos.ostibstittj.ted b«nE@ri®s 
taT© Pomtion^ Syasnetry 
DSh^ CSv" 
\ 
(l/2)V®(Xg.i-fX34) 
(1/2)1/2(x.24.XJ5) 
(l/£) (iC£5+X34) 
Alg A1 
B2u B1 
Blu A1 
Elu B1 
Elu A1 
a» X„ refers to the antisynmetrlssed wave function, 
S^gCs) ^ g|4| ^5(8) /7I7) ^7(3)J %j, to th© 
properly aH.tisjM®®trig©4 wave function corresponding to 
the .state arising from th® on®~©lectron excitation, 1 —J. 
b. These ar® listed In orsier of increasing theoretical ener­
gy# reference (13) for complei: forms of these f\j.nc-
tions» 
0, fhass belong to the irreducible representations listed 
for th© orientation of axes given in footnote a to Table 
•S. 
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G, Solutions of the Seciilar Equation 
Th© seemlar equation for a substituted benzene is fac« 
torabl© Into on© fiftli and on© second degree equation. The 
rooti of th© latter ar® eg « <?{ + ^  and s • Th© 
solutiotti of th© former# overlap n©glect®d, and hi^ ai ^ , 
are found fro» the function Fj • (3©«. Appendix B)# 
(1? - 5) A. 
F. s , ^ ^ _______________ • (4.1) J 
{Aj * 4) '•* l) + *" 
Th© wav© funetion® ar® d®t©rBiin®d from equation (B,6), which 
giT©s {overlap neglected)t 
a. ^ 1 (A - 2)(Aj - 1) Fj 
I (4 • 2) 
AAA^m - 3) ®J7 6'/' 
with similar relationships for th® other ratios# The func­
tion Fj, AJK and wme function coefficients were calcu-» 
lated for a wid® rang® of ^  and <^, Talues» with overlaps 
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botli neglected and ineludod# M extensive tabulation of 
tiles© is forthcoaing, and will not be reproduced here» How­
ever, til® variation of th® ¥/ave ftinction coefficients 
of eciuattoB |2»2), as a ftmction of S tor =0, with 
all overlms neglected, 1© presented graphieallj in Fig-
tires 2 throufli 5, for four of tb.® fiv© 10«s affected "by 
this ©Eipirical paraa«ter. It should b© noted that inclu­
sion of tfee o¥«rlap integrals ratlier strongly affect these 
coefficiants for low ^ values, but onlj sli^^itly at high 
•ralues. It is at one© obvious that comiderabl© mixing of 
the bsmea® M'O's occurs, ©van for rather higii S values. 
Coasequentij, on© imst be cautious about applying second-
order perturbation theory (which neglects ajj,, Jt?) in 
the coaputatiofi of these wave functions. 
B» Oalculation of Integrals 
•©1® D2h syarastry of beiizeji® provides the following 
irreducible r«pres©stations of the possible charge dis­
tributions i 
111), (22), (33), (44), (55), (66), (15), (36) 
Blu? (13), (16), (24), im}» (S6) 
B2ut (12), (25), (34), (46) 
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BSg: {14), (23), CS6), 145), 
where (ij) refers to ( I|_ Ij) • order to obtain the 
eaplrleal pararasters and d#sorib© the ©xcited states 11s-
t t ( t 
ted in Table 9# it is necessary to know Jgg, %5» ^34» %4» 
®25,30» %4» *^35* %5» ®24,35* calcu­
lated by expansion In tsrais of benzen® Integrals. iSxcept 
for and Igje, integrals In^ol-^lng the substitwent or­
bital may be neglect®dj, thus the B1 levels, to a good ap­
proximation, ar© tnAepen&ent of the substltnent-rtng elec­
tion repulsion integrals* On the other hand, the A1 levels 
do reqnire a knowledge of these integrals. Ihe expansions 
tised for the calculation of the variou.® electron interac­
tion Integrals are discussed in Chapter II, section F, There 
now remaina the problem of evaluating integrals over the 
Molecular orbitals and resulting from the expansion of 
these, the integrals over atomic orbitals. Table 10 lists 
the electron repulsion Integrals necessary in this calcula­
tion, including both those over AO*s and those over MO's, 
111® coulomb integrals {xxsoo) of Table 11 (see footnote 
to the table for notation) for OH and P were calculated by 
the following approxiumtion; 
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Caasbb) s l/2 {^{aasb'b)^^ - (aasbb)^^ , {4»3) 
in which tlae iieterosmolear integral (aa:bb) is approxima­
ted. by a?0ragiQg th© values of corresponding homonticlear 
integrals at tb.© same intermclear distance, but first 
vith th© effeetiv® nuclear clmrge of a, and then with that 
of b» For integrals ixx.SQo) w® hair® for IH2., (xxsoo)^^ 2 
S*BOf ev. Fischer {29) found by th© a®thod. of Barnett 
and Gamlson Cexaet ©xpansion) th© ^ alue 5,90 ev»' For 
Oil, the approximating terms of aquation (1«21) are 5*8S1 
and l>,658 m» r©sp®Gti¥dly| and. for F, 8.052 and 5.R34, 
Tlift close agreement of these limiting values make on© ex­
pect th© approxiraation to be an •excellent one for these 
integrals. By waj #f contrast, th® us© of Sklar's ap-
proslaation yields reumlts qmlte inconsistent with these 
values, fhe Sklar result for Mo is 7«2 ®v; for OH, 1S»1 
®vj and for P, 16*0 eir» fhis is a result of the more 
rapid fall off at hi^ / v&lum of the overlap as compared 
It shoitM be remarked in passing that Fischer (s) has clear-
Ij tised, an Inoorreet iralue for the integral (xxtinia) h©r 
(nasaa) • It dan easily b® shora that h®r valti® is in 
error bj a factor of 2, sine® at high /* ralnes the classi-
©al result is eorreet within S per cent. This error has 
been inoorporated in those integrals over MO*s which in» 
volv© this particular AO Integral, and ear® must be taken 
in mtilizing Tal%i®s of integrals obtained. fro.ra her paper. 
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Table 10# Electron Interaction Integrals (ev) 
B©ns©n® MO Integrals 
{11/2S)® 16,58 (26/26) (Kgg)b 0»B83 
CgS/33) 11.26 (14/14) 1 • 53 
(22/55) (34/34) (K34)'' 1,22 
{22/66) (Jes'*" 5»56 (45/45) "^45''' 0.35B 
{33/55) (Jss' 7.91 (46/46) 'K46)^ 1»13 
(n/44) 9.04 
(33/44) 6»78 (g.5/43) -1.115 
(44/55) 4t23 (23/45) -0»567 
(44/66) 3*41 (26/45) 0.749 
(25/46) 1.289 
(12/12) 5»0g (21/43) 2,051 
(23/23) (Kgg)^ 1,05 (23/41) 1.26B 
(24/24) 2.06 (35/24) 0.277 
(25/25) 1*22 
ClJ/kl) « ^ *^ljkl Chapter lit 
"b. Thas© wer® computed from roferenc© (Sl), by multiplying 
by appropriate normalisation constants to correspond to 
negl®0t of overlap Integral, or directly froBi AO in-
t®.grals gi¥en there* 
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fable 10• . (Contiimed) 
MO Integmls Qv&v 
dig® liig^ OH® 
(22/77) {^27^ 5*585 5.917 5.804 5.883 
{44/77) 3 ,339 3»537 3.470 3.517 
(27/27) (Kg^) O.OO'lS 0,0041 0.0001 0.0003 
(47/47) 
^%7^ 0,0013 0,0041 0.0001 0.0003 
(22/57) 0»6S5 0.652 0.452 0*432 
C2S/S7} 0,0175 0,,0167 0,0138 0.0117 
(21/27) 0*0199 0.0197 0.0174 0.0147 
(22/17) 0,505 0*499 0.543 0.325 
e.» it » 1«625| Be - x s 2,834 a#u* 
a# u s 1..96S Re • z s 2#570 
e» u « 2,35j Re - X s 2»646 a»u» 
f, u « 2,S5J Rc - X ts 2•493 a*u. 
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Table 10, (Continued) 
AO Integrals Over 
GHg Il-Ig OH P 
(xx/oo)^ 5,481^ 5«904^ 5.739® s 5.943® 
(xx/um) 3.803^ v5.931^ 3.909^ 3.93fi^ 
(xx/OBl* ) 0.0B4^ 0,089^ 0,087^ 0,038^ 
(xx/oa'l 1.20'7^ 1.279^ 1»254^ 1.271^ 
(xx/oo*) 0,.213^ 0.229^ 0»223^ 0,231^ 
(xx/aua*) 0,148^ 0,153^ 0,152^ 0.149^ 
(xx/cc) 0,433^ 9,273^ 11.152® 13.614® 
(ox/ox) 0.010^ 0«0084^ 0,002^ 0,002^ 
(rnx/rax) k ••ooos i 0^0003 k 0.0000 k 0,0000 
g« Approxiiaated by method described In texts equation (1.20). 
h. The latter notation is similar to that given in footnote 
a of this table, but th® latagral is over 2P7rA0'3, X 
refers to th© substituerit AO, c to th© adjacent carbon 
AO; O, m, p, BI*, O', respectively, to the ring AO's lis­
ted consecutively from atom c# 
i# Prom Fischer, reference (29). 
J. Approximated by classical point-charge Interactions. 
km Approximated by th© hJullilcen approximation. 
1« By interpolation from reference (2B), 
IB. Approximated by th® Sklar approxiniation. 
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Tabl© 10. (Gontlnuad) 
Cfig ®2 OH F 
COX/BBC) 0.0003^ 0.0003^ 0.00009^ 0,00009^ 
(ox/ia'x) 0.0002^ O.OOOS^ 0.0001^ 0,0001^ 
iox/o'x) 0.0077^ 0.0055^ 0.001-q^ 0.0014^ 
C cx/oo) 1*514^ 1,522^ 1.070^ 1.051^ 
Cex/om) 0,,326^^ 0#331^ 0.228^ 0.220^ 
(ex/om*) 0,0225^ 0»0S23^ 0,0168^ 0,0152^ 
i c::s;/oo *) 0,0587^ 0,0639^ 0,0412^ Ic 0,0400 
-in­
to the slow®!* fall-off of the couloir.b Integral, which at 
these Taluga has reached essentially its classical point-
eharge counterpart# 
Table 11 gives the overlap integrals between the sub-
stituent Pg orbital and carbons 1 and 2, These have been 
©ithtr interpolated from Mulllken, Rieke, Orloff and Or-
loff's tables or calculated from forraulas given here, 
E# Computation of Empirical Parameters 
In thia g®0tioiri, wm consider in som© detail the effect 
of various apisroxiraations on th© eiapirical parameters. At 
first we confine ourselves to neglect of overlap integrals# 
For thfe purpose of evaluating the empirical parameters, we 
consider only th© shift in th© long wavelength band cor­
responding to th© *Alg • transition in benzene itself. 
Since benzene Is an alternant hydrocarboxx, the analy­
sis given In II E applies. In order to^ test this, the in-
flmenc© on the orbital energy part of the transition energy 
shift, of a large Inductiv® effect, is sho?m for a wide 
«112~ 
Table 11, Overlap integrala (au)^ 
X % %'7 Ko7 ®c7 ®o7 
GHs 1,625 2,334a 4,730 0.^0^ 0,030 
Cs 1 1,61 S,797^ 4.700 0,216 0,031 
F 2*65 2*493^^ 4,434 0,136 0,011 
Gl 2^053 sass® 6,048 0,155 0.021 
Br 2.054 3. Sirs® S,S37 0,151 0,021 
I 1,95 5,874® 5.664 0,120 0,020 
OE: 2»S5 2,64# 4.566 ••J , 142 0,013 
Hllg l.§6 2*570^^ 4.50Q5 0 , SO5 0,02516 
SH l,i32 3,332^ 5,217 0,159 * 034; 
a* See refsronoe (52). 
h* Sstiisated from alipiiatle distance, isaims 0,025l as aroma­
tic eorr©ction, S©s x'-ef©ranee {53). 
c. Se© reference (54), 
d, Se© refereiac© (29), ^ 
e» Ilila value assumes a Tirtual 2Pg orbital on carbon# 
f» Kie a'sirsberiag is ttie sas© as In Talale lO* 
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rang© of resonance interaction. In Figure 6« For large 
J values, ttie Induotiv© effect has little Influence on 
the transition ©nergj shift, but becomes Important when 
S is small. It is interesting to note that for very weak 
resonance interaction, a strong Inductive ©ffect can pro­
duce a blta® orbital energy shift# 
Description of the lowest excited state by: X m 
°25^25 ^  ^34^34 
• 4^^! « & » ^25^"'^25 ^ ^^25^ "* ^34^"''^34 
• - •'34 • 
H 85*34 (4,4) 
H@nc©, it Is necessary to calculate six electron interac­
tion terms and th© orbital energy shift, all as a function 
of th© empirical parameters ^  and J", to describe this 
transition*. Thm relative magnitudes of the orbital en^'-rgj 
and electron interaction part of this expression is shown 
in Figure 7 as a function of resonance interaction! for 
E RESONANCE 
A*E TOTAL 
A«E INDUCTIVE 
o.soh 
».• +1 
041 
0.30h 
0.20h-
O-ICh-
o.od 
S» Mifmt #f induct if'® mi^ 
OS tmai'itium, »«r®r pa3p-%l in 
ao 
-0.1 
^ -0.4 
-0.6 
-0.6 
-1.0 
8 
Plg« 7« Electron liiteraetioji {upper cw2>v©} an<3 orbital 
©aergy (lower sMft as & function of resonance 
la ferae tloB ia substituted b©ns®3a©s, for lorxgast wavelength 
transition# 
low S values* the ©l®ctron Interaction terms ar® seen to 
h& quite significant I at Mgli J* values, th© orbital energy 
shift alon® approximatelj deteriaines the transition energy 
shlftj corr©spoiidlr3^ to th© case of "wecik" siibstltuonta. 
1?he ionization potential shift is given for all cases con­
sidered. hj** 
s - A ©g « CA^+ 1) (4,5) 
In Table 18 are listed th© observed long wavelength 
transition enetTgj shi.fts of corapounds of interest to us in 
this thesis* We hav©» wherever possible, used the 0-0 
fr@qii®ncy as determined from vapor sp®ctra» In sorae cases, 
it has been necessary, however, to us© solution spectra, and 
in these case® the spectra have been analyzed as carefully 
as possible to locat® th® most probable position of th© 0-0 
freqiteney, and this has be©n compared with that for benzen© 
in th® same solvent. This procedure eliminates the largest 
portion of th© solvent effect. 
In T&blo 13 are listed th© available experimental data 
on ionisatlon potentials.. Ionization potentials obtained 
from sp#ctrosoopio information are generally reliable to 
0#01 volt# and not infrequently even better# On the othsr 
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Table 1S« transition energy data for 
momBUhBtitiited benzenes 
Substltueat A'^E im) 
"'3 
•0,0750® 0.0140 
=2'% -0,0706^ 0.0132 
t-butyl -0.0544^ 0.0101 
P -0,0336^ 0,00627 
01 -0,a286^ 0.0240 
Br •0.1355^ 0.0253 
I -0.1612® 0.0301 
OH 
-0#gl56*^ 0.0402 
Mg •0.5028^ 0.0958 
SH •0#03855® 0,0719 
\nt Co»ooo)^ 0.000 
fjri&ine -0.00^ 0.000 
i*propfl -0«0588 0.0110 
a» S©© reference C50)» 
b» Se© reference (6)# 
e* S©e refereae© (51)# 
dt ©, i. See references (55), (56), (4), (34), respective­
ly* 
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hanfl., eleotr'Qn Impact Talti!?3S ape usnally only reliable only 
to a few tenths of a ¥olfc in the energy region of interest 
to us here. In th« oMer literature, electron iT^act 
values are to b© tn,ists<!. ©van loss than this becatiSf? of 
improper Tind.©r3tandinp: of the of aoace charges 
in the apparatus, and bseatass of unreliable eallbrati.ons. 
By referring to comparative results of a single investiga­
tor > in \fhie1i the same apparatus and closely siJTiilar condi­
tions ar® used for stiocessiirs determinations, on© can hope 
to obtain reliable relative values even from electron 
impact data. It is for this reason, as ?fell as for the 
theoretical viewpoint raentioned earlier, that we have con­
sidered only the magnitudes of shifts In ionization poten­
tials as contrasted with their absolute magnitudes. For 
th© purposes of the present paper, all electron irapact data 
titilised are from tho work of Morrison and Iflcholson (20), 
who have laeasiirei the ionization potentials of a large 
miKber of oompounds using a refined .mass spectrometer. 
BHren is-lth these precautJ.ons, it is apparent from Table 13, 
in which the experinental ionization potexatlal data are 
listed, that there is only moderate agreement beti^reen 
speetrosoopie ancl electron irapact data. Indeed, consider­
ing only 3hiftj:i froBt the value® found by the two methods 
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frow that of Isenasno r^-sp^sctivsly. In six eases for which 
comparativ® data exist, the a'hift ia the lorilsatiori poten­
tial froa tliat of benzens , from electron lapact data, is 
less to t'lie red than from apsetroscopic data by an average 
of 0.23 eVt witli values ranging frow 0.07 to 0.53 dif­
ference in the shift. Ilie fact that there is a consistent 
blue shift In the absolute wagnltxtdos of ionization poten­
tials froKi electron isjpact as compared with spectroscopic 
data, has been interpreted as a result of the electron 
isipaot valu©e r©presenting vertical ionization potentials 
whereas spectroscopi© data yield adiatoatic ionization poten­
tials. FroE! the framework of thej ealciilations in which 
ground state orbitals, dimensions, etcetera, are employed 
exclusively, it would seem that vertical Ionization poten­
tials s.r© the ('e.ta that should b© correlatsjd with theory. 
It seeitis a little hard to believe, however, that the cor­
rection from vertical to »vdiabatic I's should, vary as jauch 
as the abo-^/e-ljidicftted variation between spectrosconic and 
electron Impact shifts, ^ fsp^cially whan confined to a close­
ly related series of molecules, Gonseqv.ently, we will 
adopt as aore reliable the spectroscopic ( and T>resu.mably 
acllabatic) I*s and consider as uncertain the electron impact 
Cdespite tb«lr prestimbly vertical character) values. These 
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Table 1S» B^pwlmental ionization potential data for 
monosubstituted benzenes 
Subatituent !& sp©c« sp@o. 
Heft® 
-H ih&nzme) 9«24 9,52 * # # •• •  •  » •  1,2 
-F 9»20 0.^67 -0^04 -0.15 2 
-CI 9 •77 9a.2 -0^47 -o»io 2 
-Br * « « * 9.41 -0.11 
-I j* » » •' 9*10 *  * « «  -0.42 
-CI:% 8,82 9,23 -0*42 -0,29 1,2 
-CeHs S»77 9»12 -0.47 -0.40 1,2 
-n-Propyl « « • • 9.14 » •  • »  -0.38 
-1-Propyl 8.76 9.IS -0,39 1,2 
-n-Batfl 9.14 « * * • -0.S8 
•s-B«tyl • i # * 9.19 « « •  •  -0.33 
ionlssation potential obtaStied from spectro­
scopic data. The r®f©ronc®s In column 6 refer to data 
in this ©olusm onl^# All values in this table are in 
©l®©troti irolts.' 
ioni-aatlom potential obtained by electron im­
pact measurements from the data of Morrison and Nichol­
son., reference C20}# 
c# "1" Is referenc© (59, 40), 
"2" is reference (41). 
"s" ds referene® (42, 43)'» 
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Table 13« {Contirmed) 
Siibstitiient I®-
•^spec» © • 1 * "^spec. ^e.l .  Ref.® 
•t** Butyl 8,5 9.35 -0.7 -0.17 1,2 
0
 
1
 9  •72 • • • # 1
 
o
 
.
 
« • « • 2 
-OH « • t « 9.03 «i • • -0,49 
•»CHO • « # • 9»S2 « • • • -0.30 
•CI « « » • 9.95 « s • • -0.43 
-GHaGHg • « « « a.96 « « • « -0.66 
-C sCH « « • « 9.15 • * * • -0.37 
CPyridIn®) 8,7 » • .  .  0.5 • • • • 3 
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wlll Ii0noefo?t1i be rUstlnguished, 'fhe problem 
clearly ©ispliasizas tlx# aeevl tor ifRich liaproved information 
on iojiisatioii potentials, 
'S© now tiirn to the Tm.merical values of the empirical 
parsjfletcrs. These wero determlnsd by a two-cycle itorativo 
proe<3<3t!T»s, rherc necesaar;?, ancf should be regarded as only 
appi'oxls'afce. In no case sho-uld the qualitative order be 
changed by fiifftber- iteration,. ®i© work including the over-
lax? integralc Js still la progress; but eno-agh has been 
done it.i tliis direction to slio"- that the order ^?/lll not be 
c nged by their inclii..9ion» ^Oiey are given in Tables 14 
and 15. 
It Is interesting to note tb.at the ea^^ir-icsl psra-
raeters, by and large, are in the order that oheraical intui­
tion wQtild lead: us to expect. However, Jaffe has found 
that Hamciett sigaa constant data requires the reverse reso­
nance order of resonanc® interaction for the halogens than 
fables 14 and 15, although making use of questionable as­
sumptions. It is nossi,ble that variation of the ring-snb-
Btftvent Bxchs i integral in a eorl©s of subatiitnents of 
different eleetronegativity and radii, maj b© Hvch as to 
reverse oar resonance parameter order (54), and fnrther 
work is needed on this point. 
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Table 14. Kesonan.ee isaraineters for sul>stit\ited-
Is neglected) 
•benisenes 
X 
A 
'ji • 0 3.9 
C2H5 5.0 5.0 4.1 
i-pi-ropj-l 5.5 5.5 4.5 
t~butyl 5.7 5.7 4.8 
A ' 7.5 7.5 6.2 
G1 3*S 3.5 2.9 
Bf 3.4 .4 2.8 
I 3. a 3.1 2.6 
m.: 2.8 2.7 2.1 
'MEQ 1,6 1.5 0.9 
Q1 y 
,1.9 1.8 1.3 
5 
10 10 10 
•Fyr-idine 
* • * • « • » • • « • « 
a» All electron Interaction terras assuraed to cancel,("weak" 
s ubs t ituent c as e}« 
b. Orooud state - excited state electron interaction, terms 
ineltided, but ©xoited state raixijig neglected. 
c. All ©lectroTi interaction ternis included, 
d. Assuffllng Inductive oarameter is aero.. 
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Tabl# 15» Implrical parameters for stibstltuted benzenes 
(overlap Integrals neglected)" 
I Tb 
** 1 
CH3 4,8 0 «i 00 4*8 0.00 4,1 0,10 
5*0 -0»01 5.,0 -0,01 4,2 0,08 
i-propyl . 5*5 -0»02 5*5 ••0 * 02 4,5 0,02 
t-butyl 5,7 (-0,05) 5.7 (-0,05) 4,6 -0,1 
F 7.0 0,23 7,0 0*23 6,0 0,25 
CI 3»5 0.21 3»5 0*21 3,1 0,19 
# » « 0,5--0»g * * •. 0,5—0*8 « « « 0,5—0. 
Pyridine • # « •0*3 * « » 40,5 • « • •0,3 
d* fli® aotatlon Is that of the preceding table. 
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?. C01CLIJS20IIS 
Th© laajos' Gouolualona derived from th© foregoing 
researsli may be listed as follows? 
1. Th@ ijaliTd 10 theory presents an Inadequate under-
ataadlnij of ths properties of substituted hydrocarbons. 
2« fh© naive 10 theory can be combined with the rigor­
ous SCF theory so that th@ adTantages of both are retained. 
3. Solutions of th0 secular equation {overlap inclu­
ded) eaa b® obtained simplf for substituted hydrocarbons 
from aolutioM with ofsrlap ntgleeted, 
4# fh© notions of '*w©ak*' and "strong" substituents 
provid# us#ful qualita-tl^e descriptions of substituted hy­
drocarbons . 
5# TransitIons fro» non-bonding orbital® to delooal-
ized orbitals ar® successfully treated by the foregoing 
methods« 
6« !I!h© Sklar-Herzfeld procedure is fundamentally and 
practically incorrect.. 
7, Inductiv© and resonance interactions in substltu-
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ted hydroearbons are Intiiaatsly dependent upon ©ach other, 
and not additive as heretofore assumed. 
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VI. SOTMARY 
It Is shown in Chapter II how the conventional naive 
semi-empirical aolecular orbital approach for conjugated 
hydrocarbons may be complemented by means of theoretically 
computed electron repulsion integrals in a manner suggested 
by th© more rigorously founded SCP procedure. This is shown 
to give satisfying results in three examples, with a consid­
erable reduction in labor as compared to the complete ASMO 
method. The method is carried over in a natural and simple 
manner to substituted hydrocarbons, providing unambiguous 
methods of exraluatlng empirical resonance and inductive para­
meters. The concept of "wea^ and "strong" substituents is 
developed, and it is shown how these provide simple intui­
tive approaches to the estimation of interaction parameters 
in the theory# The inductive and resonance effects upon 
the energy levels are shown to be far from additive, and 
indeed are dependent upon each other. The dependence is 
analyzed, and it is indicated which ones are important (and 
determinable) from various experimental situations. 
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fli# modified s©ml-empirical Method of Chapter II is 
applied to the general problem of the prediction of spec­
tra of smbstittiteci eonjtig&teci hydrocarbons. It is shown 
that the new method has maaj of the advantages of the more 
rigorous ASMO approach in, for example, distinguishing be­
tween states of different rimltiplieity, withoixt the attend­
ant disadvantages of overly lengthj coisDutation, too large 
singlet-triplet separations, and the like, the case of limi­
ted configuration iateraction arising from degenerate or 
near-dsgenftrat# levels in th® parent hydrocarbon is discussed 
in detail from ths irlewpoifit of ''strong'^ and "weak" substitu-
©nts introdmetd in Chapte^r II. It Is shown that this is a 
factor of major Importanc® in laolsetiles to which it is ap­
plicable and that a consideration of its effect can be liaed 
for the asslgnjaent of transitions* 1 a©thod is suggested in 
which ©apirieal parameters deterBiined from iT-TT spectra 
can be us©d in the prediction of n ~Tf spectra. Brief atten­
tion, is given to the problem of polysutostitution, and to the 
ealoulation of deloealisation energies and TT-slectron moments. 
In Chapter If, the procedar© outlined in Chapter II ia 
applied to substit-ttted benzenes« Several of the ooncl\aslons 
derived there ar© verified for these coaipounds, Etapirlcal 
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paraJtt#ters mm a-raluatsd for a series of substltuents from 
tiae long wiweleagth transition and ionissation potential. 
-3,30-
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IX, APP3KDIGES 
A, Ortbogonallzei OrbS-tals for Aniline and 
fraas-1-asinobutadi ene 
Til© Hiatrix form of tli© orthogonaliaed orbltals, calcu­
lated bj Ijowdin's procedure (17) ia given, below» Hote that 
all overlap iategrals have b©©a included, both between carbon 
AG's and between the eubstitiient and all th© various hydro-
ca,rboii AO's# for ,aailins, th© av0rlap Integrals are from 
Fischer {29) j for afflinobtatadlen®, th©j have been calculated 
froa foraailas given by lullilceii# Hl©ke, Orloff and Orloff 
(30), ,assn»ing th# same C-1 "bond distance and 2 value as in 
aniline t 
.tellln© 
1.0026 0.003*? 0»0058 0.0062 
—> 
-0,0453 
jfO 
^3 o,.,oos? l.,0045 0*0055 0,0091 -0,0631 
»Q 
H 0,0038 0.005S 1.0056 0.0092 -0,0f>40 
6 0*0068 0.,0091 0.0092 1.0151 -0.1053 
1H|2] v_^ ^
•0#0433 -0,0631 -0.0639 -0,1053 1.0350 
••6 
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fraas-l'^aalno'butarliene 
' •> r 
jjp>0 
*1 1»0030 
0,0036 0.0029 0,0037 —0 , 'i4(:^4 «1 
n 
0,0036 1,0050 0,0040 0,0050 -0,0580 «2 
*3 s 0.0029 0,0040 1,0032 
t), 00 40 -0,0466 ^3 
*4 0,0037 0,0050 0,0040 
1,0050 -0,0583 i4 
j,0 
J 
-0,0424 -0^,0580 —0,0466 -0,0583 1*0161 Jmio 
• I 
B« Mathematleal Form of 3ol\3.tions 
of th® Secular Blquatloii 
Here we consider tbe Biathematleal problem of Incltfding 
the overlap integrals in the secular eqtiatlon (2,3). Direct 
soltition of the ®xaet seoular equation, introduces considerable 
additional labor* and the matrix method developed by Chirgwin 
and Goulson (31) and Lowdin (18) breaks down for hetero mol­
ecules,, siiioe the matrix H does not oomiaute ¥dth the matrix 
S^,. as Is readily ascertained bj direct exanilnation# Lowdin 
(17) has developed another niethod, where, through calculation 
of a aatrlx H* (H» , (1 • S)^/''"h(1 • the solutions 
corr©sBonding to overlap included may be obtained from those 
without overlap, ®v©n, though H and S do not commute? however* 
for the class of molecules treated here, H' is unwleldlj. By 
examination of th© general solutions of equation (2,3) we shall 
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se® how ths overlap lategrals may b© lncl\idad in a computa­
tionally slsple aa,d straight forward manner, 
lite s®omlai» deterailaant (2..3), under the conditions: 
V = ^ 
Hxit = °< + <5 P 
= -JaCioOjaP , 1 • J • X 
Hjj . o< t njP t ofa P , J t X 
Sjx S 0 , J ^ X (B.l) 
of - E 
b®co»a, with. tli9 substitution A » .., for simplicity. 
(l+ii2_+'C|a <Jg)^ ..... C|gp 
« « « « • (A+nj+Cjg ^ s)(3 Cjgp 2 0 (B.2) 
Gjs (i ...*. (A+ ^  ) C 
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m© solution of. the determinant (B.2) may b© written in the 
followlag forrai 
S s |»J - Aj , ' (B,5) 
S H 
S ^k® I t  i&i * ni) 
k»X {B*4) 
"""•f™ ~~ " 
f] {Aj + o s X ®ks Tl * ^ 1^ 
1*1 •" tel ifksl " 
and 
o<-Sj 
A4 s 
giving Goii:¥©iiient relatioas for plotting as a fttnction of 
S . The wav© fi3:nctio'ns correapondlrig to these orbital ©ner-
gi«a are given hy equation (2*2), where: 
13^ -
M+1 -1/S 
fli© qtiantity CB£/Bx,)j i^s the uiinor»mliz@d ratio of the coef' 
ficlents of if and in and is given by 
TT {Ai 4. Ci3 I I  4 . nfe) {i # x) 
k#i»l 
j.1, r " o _«• 
'ff ilj fr mfe) t r <^ks IT CAJ + 
k»l l*k»l 
CB.6) 
I Bmi 1  ^ = 1 
lip to this point, we hme not indicated whether th© 
cafbou-oarbon overlaps hsiirs been included in the energies 
iljj and wav© functions ij of the parent hydrocarbon. In 
sctaalitj, equations (B.5) and (B,6) apply, regardless of 
whether th@se ov@rl&ps hava h®®n included or not. If they 
'have not b©®!! inoludisdj tiie metlioe! developed by Chirgwin, 
Ootilston and ISheland (22,51) may be used to utilize the easi­
ly dbtainei solutions with neglect of oYerlmnt If j^af+njp 
ars tbe liydroesrboti orbital dnergles, overlap neglected, 
then 
are fh© orbital enargiss, overlap included, Sg is the over­
lap integral befewt^^n neighboring earbon atome. The quantity 
( ^ ia llulllken and Bleke's and is the h7/drocarbon 
qiiantltT \?hleh is aettsallj evaluated empirically, (S4). In-
elusioa of overlap |iist renormallges the wave fu,nctlons as 
H* z ^  i 
^ c?^ SQ ) 
(B*7) 
1 + n'fS© 
follows; 
1 (B.8) i 
171 
Cl + n|Sc) 
where C%, refers to the coefficients obtained with nselect of 
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oveplap. Witfi tfeea© fcpansformatioas, the ^ values and wave 
fmictions of the sufeatituted hydrocarbon may b© found from 
orbital energies fouM with these overlaps neglected, by 
aabstitiitlBg la ©qtiations (B>4) and {E>»65: 
1 <. Seaf 
(B.9) 
'is 
'is •* 
(1 4 $.Qnp 
T71 
for tlie corp@spoiidiia,s quantities with overlap neglected. 
Relations tB*3) md. n&w determine the orbital energies 
and wava faaetions as fuactions of X , with carbon-carbon 
overlaps ixicludedt 
le now oonsidsr the solutions with the overlap integrals 
Qjx i^acluded. ©iis Is carried out with th« following, set of 
assiiitptiofis: 
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^jx ® 
®xx - ^ (Bao) 
Hij s '^SisGjs^, i*J4x 
Hjj « t njP + Cjs <^sP » 
Tlien ecp-atioa (B,3) no longer holds. Instead, Aj Is deter-
slneci as a tiinction of , ty 
9 
d « (f j - 1 + R.)"'Pj - Aj , CB..11) 
where 
fj  = 1 -  a(i_ -  Aj )  .  (B.12) 
If Aj is ktiown as a function of ^  {overlap neglected), 
substitiitioB of ©qiaation (B.3) In {B.12) gives a relation 
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deteriainlng (overlap Included) frons S and the correspond­
ing Aj values; 
s (fj ~ 1 • S - Aj) - Aj (B,13) 
fh© trair© fanetlons eoefflolents, ^ji» corresponding to eqiia-
tioB CB,1S) ar# no%f detcl bf equation {B.14)t 
J 2 H -1/2 
1=1 lal 
where 
(e); -te).'" - * 
ISf)'- ' 
4 n ) ux 
(B.15) 
fli© express ions (B»,15) and (B,14), with {B.IS), provide con-
•143-
irtBient metbods of d©termlning ^ values and waTe functions 
in teinas of those without overlap. One notes that equation 
CB«14) does not amount to a s»©normalization of sine© 
^I%.1 o y W 2 
i«i i*i 
. —11/2 J 
and 
* 
tliat is, the eoefft-eient of % is nmltiplied hj a diffei-'ent 
faotof tfeaii €i , (ifsx)» fflais result is to be expected since 
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as Bisntloned ©ai''ll0X'j H and. ^  do not corM'JUt;©, which is th® 
fundaseatal recjulreiaeat tliat th@ wave ft^nctions are given 
iolel^' by a renormalizatlon. 
Computationallj, equations (B.lS)# {B»14) and {B»15) 
ar® easily Imndled, so that the wave functions and energy 
levels f/itli overlap included vmj be found from the overlap 
neglected quantities with littl© effort. One notes several 
special cases of intereatt if s is small or if 
is large (or both), the term multiplied by s , in equation 
CB»14) way b© safely neglected, giving the results 
J K 4l . . 1/2 
• "  • (& ) . [?  (s ) ; ]  
thus providing an especially slirrpl© relation for weak sub-
stituents, or those having small overlap Integrals, In all 
cases, equation |B#17} gives qualitatively valid coefficients, 
rapidly# Jf lig^ is taken equal to p (Matsen and Paitllng), 
then R S 1, and 
s f! * 
(B.17) 
14 S-
or if 'iflieland*s assumption is iitlliaed., « £JP| and R » 5—.# 
G» Inequality Eelatlons Among ISlectroa Repulsion Integrals 
Tbe Bj?oof of the lefthand inequalifcy in equation (S»34) 
can b© obtained in the same raanaer Roothaan (7) used, for the 
other inequalities.# fhe energy of a continuous charge dis-
trlhution fixtjtz) ist 
where a f , E « Div f ; th@ eqwal sign 
holtiiag, if and only if,. /* » 0. Following loothaan, let 
f s e^Clf Xj - l| Ix)S then. 
(C.l) 
r' 
» %J • %1 -
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S«nc e. 
"ijkl i |(%3 » Kkl) . (0'S> 
the equal sign liolding, if and only if, 
l |  .  (C.5) 
lext, let 
f = eUlt ij - i; Ii) i 
then. 
Imd, since and ar® > 0» we hav® established the ine-
quality 
i 5<%J • Kkl) • (0.5) 
